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In this article we explore the structural, dynamic, and spectroscopic implications of large local
configurational changes in electronically excited Xe*ArN (N512,54,146,199) heteroclusters, where
the Xe* @[Xe(3P1)# atom is excited to the lowest dipole-allowed extravalence Rydberg excitation.
The ultrafast femtosecond and picosecond dynamics driven by the short-range repulsive interaction
between the vertically excited Xe* Rydberg and the cluster Ar atoms was studied by molecular
dynamics simulations. From the analysis of the time dependence of the structural parameters for
site-specific Xe excitations in medium-sized (N554) and large~N5146,199) clusters, two general
configurational relaxation phenomena were established: a ‘‘bubble’’ formation~i.e., a large
configurational dilation around Xe* ! for Xe interior sites and a ‘‘spring’’ formation~i.e., the
stretching of Xe* outside the cluster! for Xe surface sites. General Xe site-specific features of both
bubble and spring formation involve ultrashort~Gaussian! energy transfer to the cluster
(;50– 100 fs characteristic timestET! inducing configurational relaxation, which manifests a
multimodal time solution. The initial~Gaussian! temporal mode~;150– 300 fs characteristic times
t0.tET! is followed by an exponential mode~ps lifetime t1!, with subsequent impact induced,
damped vibrational coherence effects with frequencies (v2 ,v3), and exponential decay~ps
lifetimes t2 ,t3!. The bubble formation for the central site of Xe*Ar146 or Xe*Ar54 is induced by
energy transfer oftET>60 fs followed by subsequent multimodal dilation witht0>170 fs andt1

>2 ps, and a subsequent expansion with coherent motion of vibrational wave packets with
v2 ,v3>20, 40 cm21 and t2 ,t3>2, 6 ps. The bubble reaches an equilibrium configuration after
;10 ps with asymptotic spatial expansion ofDRb* 50.7– 0.8 Å. The spring formation for an
exterior surface site of Xe*Ar146 is tET>80 fs andt0>210 fs, which is followed by a substantial
(>1.2 Å) Xe* stretching and a subsequent contraction accompanied by vibrational coherence
effects with v2>10 cm21 and t2>20 ps, with the asymptotic spring spatial extensionDRs*
>0.6 Å, being accomplished after;30 ps. Regarding dynamic cluster size effects we established
that following vertical excitation at initial temperaturesTi510– 30 K, the following phenomena are
manifested:~i! Large Xe*Ar146 and Xe*Ar199 clusters exhibit short-time~10–20 ps! configurational
relaxation in rigid clusters.~ii ! The central site in a medium-sized Xe*Ar54 cluster undergoes a
rigid–nonrigid ~‘‘melting’’ ! transition induced by the electronic excitation, with the Xe*
manifesting long-time~100–200 ps! mass transport from the interior bubble to the surface spring.
~iii ! Small Xe*Ar12 clusters exhibit stepwise reactive dissociation on the ps time scale. The
spectroscopic implications of large configurational relaxation in Xe*ArN (N554,146) clusters were
interrogated by the simulations of the Xe site-specific time-dependent spectral shifts in emission,
which decrease from the initial large values@e.g.,dne(t50)50.92 eV atTi510 K for the central
site# to low values. The time evolution of the emission spectral shifts is qualitatively similar to the
structural dynamics, which involves initial ultrafast (;50– 100 fs) decay, a~ps! exponential
contribution, and a damped oscillatory behavior. The time-resolved Xe site-specific emission
spectral shifts obey an exponential structure-spectral relationship which is isomorphous with
time-independent relations for the absorption spectral shifts and for the emission asymptotic spectral
shifts. Finally, predictions are provided for the spectroscopic interrogation~by energy-resolved
fluorescence! of the longer time (;150 ps) Xe* bubble mass transport in nonrigid Xe*Ar54 clusters.
The long-time fluorescence spectra, which were simulated by the spectral density method, exhibit:
~i! A Gaussian line shape, corresponding to the slow modulation limit.~ii ! Spectral shifts (̂dne&
50.01– 0.1 eV) exhibiting a site-specific hierarchy, i.e.,^dne&(central).^dne&(interior).^dne&
3(surface).^dne&(top). ~iii ! Linewidths~full width at half-maximum! which follow the order of
the site-specific hierarchy of the spectral shifts. The calculated site-specific emission spectral shifts
and linewidths and the calculated Stokes shifts for central and interior bubble sites and for surface
spring sites in Xe*Ar146 are in reasonable agreement with the experimental results for Xe*Ar1400

clusters. Our overall picture regarding the dynamic and spectroscopic implications of large
excited-state configurational relaxation provides guidance, predictions, and insight for the fate of
Rydberg states in clusters and in the condensed phase. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!03843-9#
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8995A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the unique characteristics of clusters pertains
their size-dependent large surface/volume ratio.1–6 Structural
considerations,4 in conjunction with exciton spectroscopy o
neat rare-gas clusters by Mo¨ller et al.7 have confirmed the
prediction of the liquid drop model8 that in a KrN cluster
containingN constituents the fractionF of surface constitu-
ents isF}n21/3. Subsequent studies by Mo¨ller et al.9,10 pro-
vided rich information on the spectroscopy of surface a
interior Frenkel, Wannier, and core excitons in neat AN

clusters. Of course, the segregation between internal and
face sites provides only coarse grained information. Differ
energetic and spectroscopic observables will be exhibited
distinct substitutional sites of an atomic impurity in an e
emental atomic heterocluster. Experimental7,11–14 and
theoretical15 studies provided an identification of distinct su
face and interior sites in XeArN clusters on the basis of th
electronic absorption spectra of the guest atom. The e
getics of the lowest dipole allowed extravalence elect
nic excitation of a Xe atom in XeArN , i.e.,
1S0→3P1(2P3/26s@3/2#1) ~which will be denoted by Xe* !
constitutes a sensitive probe for the local microenvironm
of the Xe atom in the heterocluster.11–15The spectral shiftdn
for the optical absorption of Xe in the elemental heterocl
ter ~relative to the isolated atom! is dominated by large short
range Xe Rydberg state-cluster host atoms repulsive inte
tions, resulting in a large blue spectral shift towards hig
energies.15–19 The cluster-size-dependent spectroscopic
servables reveal an analogue to an atomic shell structure
a hierarchy of Xe occupied site-specific spectral shifts
absorption, decreasing in the order15 dn~central site!
.dn~interior site!.dn~surface sites!.dn~top atom!, provid-
ing a spectroscopic method for the interrogation of the s
specific local structure.15 The theoretical15–20 and
experimental11–14,16–19information on the energetics, man
fested bydn, and on the nuclear dynamics, emerging fro
the homogeneous absorption line shape,15,20 provide the ba-
sis for the exploration of excited-state dynamics of XeAN

clusters.
The dominance of the short-range excited-state repul

Xe* –Ar interactions in the nuclear configuration spac
which is accessible by vertical excitation from the equil
rium ground state, has profound dynamic implications. O
expects this repulsive interaction to induce a significant
crease in the~mean! equilibrium Xe* –Ar distances in the
electronically excited state relative to the Xe–Ar distances
the ground electronic state. These general considerat
were borne out by the molecular dynamics~MD! studies of
Scharf, Landman, and Jortner21,22 on interior and surface
configurations of the electronically excited Xe*Ar12 and
Xe*Ar54 clusters. In this article we explore ultrafast femt
second and picosecond cluster dynamics driven by an
travalence electronic excitation. Brief preliminary reports
excited state structural relaxation dynamics in Xe*Ar146 clus-
ters were already presented by us.6,23 We report on the
nuclear dynamics and on the spectroscopic implications
large excited-state configurational changes in Xe*ArN (N
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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512– 200) clusters. The time-resolved femtosecond and
cosecond dynamics of structural changes for site-specific
excitations were studied by MD simulations. From the ana
sis of time-dependent configurational parameters for th
heteroclusters two general effects were documented:

~1! The ‘‘spring’’ formation for a surface Xe* atom. This is
manifested by the stretching out of Xe* to a larger equi-
librium distance from the surface.

~2! The ‘‘bubble’’ formation for the interior Xe* atom. A
large configuration dilation is exhibited around the loc
Rydberg impurity excitation.

To make contact between the configurational relaxat
and experimental observables we have investigated the t
dependence of the fluorescence spectra and of the St
shifts between the peaks of the emission and of the abs
tion bands. Finally, the semiclassical spectral dens
method15,20,24–41 was applied for MD simulations of the
emission spectra of Xe*ArN clusters from the vibrationally
equilibrated electronically excited state on the nanosec
time scale, which were confronted with experimental ener
resolved spectroscopic results.11

II. SIMULATIONS

A. Potential parameters

The ground state Ar–Ar and Xe–Ar pair potentials we
modeled by the Lennard–Jones~LJ! form with the param-
eters:sAr–Ar53.405 Å, eAr–Ar50.0103 eV,sXe–Ar53.65 Å,
andeXe–Ar50.0153 eV.15,42–44The appropriate choice of th
excited-state Xe* (3P1)2Ar( 1S0) potential is crucial. We
have used the exp-6 potential derived by Messing, Raz,
Jortner16,17 from a detailed and satisfactory fit of the absor
tion spectra of Xe in fluid Ar over a broad density range fro
the low-pressure gas phase up to the liquid. This pair po
tial is of the form16,17

VXe*2Ar~r !5e~126/a!21$~6/a! exp@a~12r /r e!#

2~r e /r !6%, ~1!

with the parameterse50.008 eV, r e54.65 Å, anda515.
Messinget al.16–18 have found that the exp-6 excited-sta
potential~Eq. 1! is superior to the LJ potential in accountin
for the density and temperature dependence of the absorp
spectra of Xe in fluid Ar over a broad density range. W
have assessed the sensitivity of the simulated absorp
spectra of XeArN ~N512, 54, 146! clusters to the form of the
excited-state potential, showing that the spectral shifts
the linewidths calculated with the excited-state LJ poten
are systematically lower by about 30% than those obtai
with the exp-6 potential~Eq. 1!.15 The absorption spectra
shifts for XeAr146 clusters at the experimental temperatu
domain 25–35 K,15 calculated with the exp-6 potential~but
not with the LJ excited-state potential!,15 are in good agree-
ment with experiment.9,11 The exp-6 potential, Eq.~1!, will
be used in our calculations of the excited-state dynamics
of fluorescence spectroscopy.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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8996 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
B. Molecular dynamics in the electronically excited
state

We performed constant energy MD simulations45 using
the Nordsieck fifth-order algorithm to integrate the classi
equations of motion~time step 2–5 fs!. A vertical electronic
excitation from the equilibrated ground state potential s
face Vg$rA(t)% to the electronically excited state potenti
Ve$rA(t)% @where rA(t) are the nuclear coordinates of th
A51,...,(N11) atoms# was performed, followed by the in
terrogation of the nuclear dynamics on theVe potential sur-
face. The procedure is based on the following steps:

~i! Characterization of initial ground state structures. T
initial structures were characterized by using the c
jugate gradient method46,47on the ground-state poten
tial surface. Doped XeArN ~N512, 54, 146!
icosahedra48 were prepared atT510 K and 30 K,
with the Xe atom being substituted into each of t
nonequivalent sites.15 XeAr199 clusters were prepare
by removing Ar atoms from the outer shell of theN
5309 Mackay icosahedron.

~ii ! Sampling of initial configurations onVg for the verti-
cal excitation. The thermal equilibration procedure
an initial structure at the temperaturesT510 K and
T530 K on the ground-state potential surface w
carried out by the iterative scaling of the velocities45

Subsequently, a constant energy trajectory was ge
ated onVg for 1 ns. From this trajectory 100 initial
statistically independent, points in the configurati
space were sampled, serving as the initial nuclear c
figurations onVe .

~iii ! Structural parameters for electronically excited sta
with the 100 independently sampled initial configur
tions. We calculated ensemble averaged structural
spectroscopic time-resolved observables for the e
tronically excited Xe*ArN clusters. Each point wa
averaged over 100 excited-state trajectories~for t
<20 ps! and over 10 excited-state trajectories fort
520– 1000 ps).

The following structural parameters were useful for t
specification of the nuclear dynamics in the electronica
excited state.15,21,22

~a! R* CM(t). The distance between the Xe* atom and the
center of the mass of the XeArN cluster.

~b! NN* (t). The average number of Ar atoms in th
nearest-neighbor positions to Xe* . We have used the
criterion15,49 that any Ar atom with an Xe* –Ar dis-
tance of<1.15 r e ~where r e54.65 Å is the equilib-
rium Xe* –Ar separation! counts as a nearest-neighb
atom.

~c! R* NN(t). The average distance between Xe* and the
first coordination shell of Ar atoms, i.e.,

RNN* ~ t !5@NN* ~ t !#21 (
j 51

NN* ~ t !

u@Rj~ t !2RXe* ~ t !#u, ~2!

whereRXe* (t) andRj (t) are the position vectors of th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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Xe* atom and of the nearest-neighbor Ar atoms,
spectively.

We note that all the three structural parametersR* CM(t),
NN* (t), and R* NN(t) are time dependent witht50 being
characterized by the vertical excitation.

The cluster vibrational energy after the vertical exci
tion was specified by the kinetic energy KE5( i 51

N mivi
2/2 via

the cluster temperature

T52KE/~3N26!kB , ~3!

whereN is the number of atoms in the cluster,mi is the mass
of the i th atom, andvi its velocity. The cluster temperatur
(T}KE) was defined as though the system satisfies the p
ciple of detailed balance due to the small time step~2–5 fs!
employed in the simulations.

C. Time-resolved emission

An important spectroscopic implication of the config
ration relaxation in the electronically excited state of Xe*ArN

pertains to the time-resolved spectral shiftdne(t) in emis-
sion, which can be specified in terms of the time-depend
first moment50–52 M1

e(t) of the Xe* (3P1)ArN→Xe(1S0)ArN

fluorescence, i.e.,

M1
e~ t !5Vg~$rA~ t !%!2Ve~$rA~ t !%!. ~4!

The initial configurations for the calculation of Eq.~4!
were chosen by the sampling procedure@step ~ii ! of Sec.
~II B !#. The trajectories were subsequently propagated
Ve . Each point in the time domain was obtained by aver
ing over 10–100 trajectories. For the time domain of 10–
ps the configurational and the spectroscopic observa
were averaged over 100 trajectories. We assessed the
vergence of the configurational and spectroscopic obs
ables on the time scale of the radiative lifetime of Xe*(3P1)
(t53 – 5 ns19). For this purpose, ‘‘long-time’’~1 ns! trajec-
tories were propagated from the initial vertical nuclear co
figuration onVe , averaging over 50 independent trajectori
for N512 andN554 and over 10 independent trajectori
for N5146 andN5199.

The time-resolved spectral shift in emission relative
the emission~or absorption! of the bare Xe atom is

dne~ t !52M1
e~ t !, ~4a!

which approximately corresponds to the peak of the tim
resolved emission spectrum. It will also be useful to defi
the time-resolved Stokes shift SS(t) between the peak of the
time-resolved emission spectrum and the peak of the ti
independent absorption spectrum~with the spectral shiftdn!,
i.e.,

SS~ t !5dn2dne~ t !. ~5!

The structural parametersRCM* (t), RNN* (t), and NN* (t), to-
gether with the spectroscopic parametersdne(t) and SS(t),
will provide spectroscopic information on the time-resolv
excited-state nuclear dynamics in the cluster. This appro
for cluster excited-state dynamics bears a close analog
the interrogation of time-dependent dynamics in mac
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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8997A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
scopic solvents, e.g., the solvation of an electronically
cited giant dipole molecule53 or of an excess electron in pola
solvents54–56 were explored by ps or fs laser spectrosco
and by the formation dynamics of the excess electron bub
in liquid helium.52

D. Emission line shapes

Energy-resolved total fluorescence line shapes were
culated by a straightforward extension of the spectral den
method.15,20,24–41These emission line shapesLe(E), at the
emitted photon energyE, were calculated by averaging ove
the accessible regionVe of the phase space at the electro
cally excited state. These time-independent calculated e
sion line shapes are obtained from averaging over in
excited-state trajectories. This analysis was performed
Xe*ArN ~N512, 54, 146, 199! clusters at two initial tem-
peratures~Ti510 and 30 K! for different substitutional sites
of the Xe* atom. To obtain the emission line shapes t
following steps were undertaken:~1! propagation of a long
trajectory overVe beginning from the equilibrated groun
state trajectory;~2! choosing of 20 initial statistically inde
pendent configurations of the excited state. The first poin
the configuration space was chosen in 25 ps, which co
sponds to the equilibration time on theVe potential surface;
~3! calculation of microcanonical emission spectra;~4! aver-
aging the line shape over the trajectories. This proced
gives a ‘‘long-time’’ emission line shape for medium-size
and large clusters, which can be confronted with the exp
mental energy-resolved emission spectra.11

The semiclassical emission line shape for a microcan
cal subspectrum is given by24–31

Le~E!5
1

p
Re E

0

`

dt exp@ i ~E1vge1^Ue&!t#

3exp@2ge~t!#, ~6!

where

^Ue&5^Vg~ t !2Ve~ t !& ~7!

is the excited-state time-dependent energy gap, where^ & de-
notes a trajectory average,vge is the 0-0 emission energy o
the bare Xe* atom, andge(t) is the two-time integral of the
semiclassical energy-gap autocorrelation function in the t
domain, i.e.,

ge~t!5E
0

t

dt1E
0

t1
dt2Jsc

e ~t2!. ~8!

HereJsc
e (t)5FT(Jsc

e (v)), where

Jsc
e ~v!5F11tanhS \v

2kBTD GJe~v!, ~9!

with Je(v) being the Fourier transform~FT!, i.e., the power
spectrum, of the classical energy gap autocorrelation fu
tion

Je~t!5^Ue8~0!Ue8~t!&, ~10!

with Ue8(t)5Vg(t)2Ve(t)2^Ue&.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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The averaged semiclassical emission line shapeL̄e(E) is
given by

L̄e~E!5
1

p
Re E

Ve

dp dqE
0

`

dtre~q,p,t!

3exp@ i ~E1vge1^Ue&!t#exp@2ge~t,p,q!#,

~11!

whereq andp are the coordinates and momenta of the ato
and re(q,p,t) is the distribution function in the electroni
cally excited state in the accessible regionVe of the phase
space. The averaging overVe was conducted by ensemb
averaging over 20 microcanonical spectra, each obtained
ing a 1 nstrajectory.

E. Moments of the emission spectra

The emission line shapes were characterized in term
the long-time~1 ns! first momentM1

e and second momen
M2

e of the emission band, which are given by

M1
e5^Vg~ t !2Ve~ t !& ~12!

and

M2
e5^@Vg~ t !2Ve~ t !#2&. ~13!

An analysis of the power spectraJe(v) for the emission of
Xe*ArN clusters demonstrates that these systems corres
to the Kubo slow modulation limit.51 Accordingly, the emis-
sion line shape is Gaussian with the emission spectral s
^dne& being given in this limit by

^dne&5M1
e ~14!

and the Stokes shift is

^SS&5dn2^dne&. ~15!

We distinguish between the time-dependent first mom
M1

e(t), the spectral shiftdne(t), Eq. ~4!, and their corre-
sponding asymptotic~time-independent! values M1

e and
^dne&, Eqs.~12! and~14!. The emission linewidth@full width
at half-maximum~FWHM!# Ge is given in the slow modula-
tion limit51 by the central second moment of the line shap

Ge52.355@M2
e2~M1

e!2#1/2. ~16!

Indeed, a direct calculation of the FWHM of th
linewidth, Eq. ~11!, is in good agreement~i.e., within 5%!
with Eq. ~16!. The spectroscopic information for the emi
sion spectra is characterized by the two observables^dne&
and Ge . Similarly, we have previously shown15 that the
Gaussian absorption spectra of XeArN are characterized by
the spectral shiftsdn and the linewidths~FWHM! G of the
absorption line shape.

III. STRUCTURAL RELAXATION IN LARGE Xe *ArN
CLUSTERS

We have investigated the time evolution of the structu
parametersRNN* (t), RCM* (t), and NN* (t) for seven Xe atom
substitutional sites in the Xe*Ar146 cluster, which are labeled
as in our previous work,15 in the following manner:~C! cen-
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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8998 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
ter; ~1!, ~2!, and~3! inequivalent sites in the inner sphere;~4!,
~5!, and ~6! inequivalent sites in the outer sphere. We ha
also studied the top~T! Xe* atom. There are four interio
sites, i.e.,~C!, ~1!, ~2!, and~3! and four surface sites, i.e.,~4!,
~5!, ~6!, and~T!. Vertical electronic excitation of the cluste
~whose initial ground-state temperatures areTi510 K or Ti

530 K! results in marked configuration changes on the 10
time scale, as evident from the time evolution ofRNN* (t)
~Fig. 1!, RCM* (t) ~Fig. 2!, and NN* (t) ~Fig. 3!. Of interest is
also the time-dependent cluster temperatureT* (t) ~Fig. 4!.
On a long-time scalet.20 ps~i.e., t520– 1000 ps! the con-
figuration parameters assume average constant values
asymptotic valueŝRNN* &, ^RCM* &, ^NN* & and ^T* & ~aver-
aged over 10 trajectories of 1 ns! are summarized in Table I
From the analysis of the asymptotic values, together w
their time dependence, we infer the following:

~a! The bubble formation around the extravalence exc
tions in the internal sites (C), (1), (2), and (3).

~1! Configurational dilation. Following vertical excitation
the RNN* (t) values increase from their initial valu
RNN* (0)[RNN, exhibiting a marked configurational d
lation around the Rydberg excitation~Fig. 1 and Table
I!. The average size of the bubble, as measured
DRb* 5^RNN* &2RNN, is DRb* 50.7– 0.8Å for sites~C!,

FIG. 1. The site-specific time dependence of the structural param
RNN* (t), the average distance between Xe* and the first coordination shell o
Ar atoms, for Xe*Ar146 clusters. The substitutional sites are marked on
panels. Data are given for two different initial temperaturesTi510 andTi

530 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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~1!–~3! ~Table I!. The values ofDRb* are nearly
~within 60.05Å! site independent and independent
the initial temperature~in the rangeTi510– 30 K!.

~2! Multimodal time evolution. The increase ofRNN* (t)
from its initial valueRNN to the long-time asymptotic
value ^RNN* & exhibits a multimodal time evolution
~Fig. 1!.

~3! Overall temporal increase of the bubble size. T

er

FIG. 2. The site-specific time dependence of the distanceRCM* (t) between
the Xe* and the center of mass of the cluster for different initial Xe*
substitutional sites~marked on the curves! in the Xe*Ar146 cluster. Initial
temperatures are~a! 10 K and~b! 30 K.

FIG. 3. The time dependence of the number of first nearest neigh
NN* (t) of the Xe* excited atom in Xe*Ar146 clusters. Different initial Xe*
substitutional sites are marked on the curves. Initial temperatures are 10
30 K.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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8999A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
bubble radius increases gradually@apart from the
damped oscillations, see paragraph~a!~4!# from the
initial value RNN* (0) to the asymptotic valuêRNN* &.
The relative increase of the bubble radius

f~t!5@RNN* ~ t !2RNN* ~0!#/@^RNN* &2RNN* ~0!# ~17!

is f (t),1 for the ~C! site andf (t)<1.1 for sites~1!
and ~2!, during the entire bubble expansion process

~4! The bubble expansion manifests damped oscillat
behavior~Fig. 1!. The marked temporal oscillations o
RNN* (t) manifest impact induced vibrational coheren
resulting from the motion of the bubble. The quantu
analogue of this phenomenon constitutes coherenc

FIG. 4. The time evolution of the cluster temperatureT* (t) for the
Xe*Ar146 cluster for different initial Xe* substitutional sites~marked on the
curves! for two initial temperatures ofTi510 K and Ti530 K. ~a! t
50 – 1 ps.~b! t50 – 10 ps.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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the motion of a vibrational wave packet of the bubb
The impact induced excitation is characterized by
time scale oftET;50– 60 fs for initial energy flow
into the cluster whose nuclear motion is practica
frozen @see paragraph~a!~10!#. The corresponding en
ergy scale is \/tET>100 cm21, being sufficiently
large to span the energy range of the cluster frequ
cies and to excite a vibrational wave packet.

~5! The analysis of the dynamics of the bubble formati
should account for the multimodal time evolution an
for the nuclear vibrational oscillations. We defined t
configurational relaxation function

F~t!5RNN* ~ t !2^RNN* &. ~18!

Configurational relaxation for bubble formation wa
described in terms of a superposition

F~t!5A0 exp~2t2/2s2!1A1 exp~2t/t1!

1(
j52

M

Aj cos~vjt1aj!exp~2t/tj!. ~19!

Here $Aj% ( j 50,...,M ) are the amplitudes,s the tem-
poral width of the Gaussian component,$t j% ( j
51,...,M ) the relaxation times,$v j% ( j 52,...,M ) the
characteristic frequencies, and$a j% ( j 52,...,M ) their
phases. The amplitudes$Aj% are related byDRb*
52@A01A11S j 52

M Aj cosaj#. Equation~19! contains
contributions to the relaxation function from a sho
time Gaussian, a longer time exponential expansi
and damped harmonic oscillations. The initial Gau
ian time dependence is characteristic of short-time
havior of correlation functions.51 The contribution of
damped harmonic oscillations was first introduced
Uhlenbeck and Orenstein57 and advanced by Kubo,51

Robertson, and Yarwood,39 Rothschild et al.,40 and
Mukamel and Fried24–26 for the analysis of the re-
sponse of condensed phases and clusters. Equa
~19! was Fourier transformed, i.e., F(v)
5FTv$F(t)%, to obtain

F~v!5~A0 /s!~p/2!1/2 expS2 sv2

2 D
1(

j51

M F Aj /tj

~v2vj!
21~1/t j !

2 1
Aj /t j

~v1v j !
21~1/t j !

2G ,
~20!

wherev150. Each peak in the FT, Eq.~20!, was fit by
a single Lorentzian to yield the amplitudes, freque
cies $v j%, and decay times$t j%. These parameter
were used as initial values for the subsequent fit of E
~19!. Equation~19! was then fit by an iterative mean
least-square procedure to obtain the final amplitu
$Aj%, the temporal parameterss and$t j%, the frequen-
cies$v j%, and the phases$a j%. The fit of the simulated
data by Eq.~19! is not unique and a somewhat diffe
ent set of parameters~i.e., differences in 30%–40% in
the values of the temporal parameterss and$t j%! also
results in an adequate representation of the data.
have chosen the parameters with a minimal numbe
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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Downloaded 12 Fe
TABLE I. Long-time structural parameters for Xe*ArN clusters~averaged over a 1 nstrajectory!. The corre-
sponding data for the ground state XeArN are given for comparison.

Type of cluster Ti ~K!a ^T* & ~K! RNN ~Å!b ^RNN* & ~Å!c NNb ^NN* &c RCM ~Å!b ^RCM* & ~Å!c

Xe*Ar146 ~central! 10 26.5 3.72 4.54 12.0 17.5 0.083 3.98
Xe*Ar146 ~central! 30 36.4 3.77 4.48 12.0 12.1 0.17 2.49
Xe*Ar146 ~inner-1! 10 20.1 3.83 4.61 12.0 15.3 3.61 6.45
Xe*Ar146 ~inner-1! 30 35.6 3.89 4.63 12.0 14.9 3.67 5.69
Xe*Ar146 ~inner-2! 10 16.6 3.93 4.61 12.0 15.0 6.29 7.44
Xe*Ar146 ~inner-2! 30 34.7 3.99 4.69 12.1 11.6 6.37 8.20
Xe*Ar146 ~inner-3! 10 21.4 3.93 4.70 12.0 5.9 7.27 12.0
Xe*Ar146 ~inner-3! 30 37.5 3.99 4.74 12.0 5.2 7.35 12.3
Xe*Ar146 ~surf.-4! 10 14.9 4.03 4.63 9.0 8.0 9.01 10.4
Xe*Ar146 ~surf.-4! 30 32.6 4.07 4.66 8.9 7.7 9.09 10.5
Xe*Ar146 ~surf.-5! 10 13.2 4.04 4.65 8.0 7.9 9.77 10.9
Xe*Ar146 ~surf.-5! 30 32.0 4.08 4.70 7.8 6.8 9.86 11.0
Xe*Ar146 ~surf.-6! 10 12.3 4.07 4.67 6.0 5.9 11.1 12.0
Xe*Ar146 ~surf.-6! 30 31.3 4.11 4.73 5.8 4.2 11.2 12.4
Xe*Ar147 ~top! 10 12.1 4.04 4.65 3.0 3.2 12.0 12.6
Xe*Ar147 ~top! 30 33.1 4.08 4.73 2.9 3.1 12.1 12.9
Xe*Ar54 ~central! 10 41.4 3.79 4.70 12.0 4.7 0.11 8.56
Xe*Ar54 ~central! 30 41.7 4.09 4.79 14.0 4.7 1.40 8.53
Xe*Ar54 ~inner! 10 30.5 3.94 4.66 12.0 8.2 3.66 6.35
Xe*Ar54 ~inner! 30 36.7 4.02 4.77 12.1 4.4 3.71 8.27
Xe*Ar54 ~outer! 10 16.5 4.06 4.63 8.0 7.7 6.39 7.29
Xe*Ar54 ~outer! 30 35.9 4.10 4.72 7.7 2.7 6.40 9.47
Xe*Ar54 ~vertex! 10 14.7 4.08 4.68 6.0 5.9 7.35 8.17
Xe*Ar54 ~vertex! 30 35.6 4.12 4.70 5.8 4.8 7.46 8.37

aInitial cluster temperature.
bStructural parameters for the XeArN clusters in the ground electronic state~Ref. 15!.
cAsymptotic values for structural parameters for the Xe*ArN clusters~see text!.
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frequencies in Eq.~19! to obtain an adequate fi
~within ,1%! of the simulated data. The time depe
dence of the bubble configurational relaxation functi
in the short-time domain (t<1.5 ps) is nearly indepen
dent of the initial cluster temperature~Fig. 1!, while
for longer timesF(t) at the higher temperature (Ti

530 K) is smeared out and exhibits less details than
Ti510 K. The parameters$Aj%, s, $t j%, and $v j%,
obtained from the analysis of theF(t) data for the
bubble formation@sites~C! and ~1!# in Xe*Ar146, are
summarized in Table II. The good quality of the
~Table II! is evident from Figs. 5 and 6. Within th
uncertainty of the temporal parameters obtained fr
the fits, the site specificity and the temperature dep
dence of the lifetimes~Table II and Fig. 7! are weak.

~6! Bubble initial ultrafast time evolution. The short-tim
evolution is Gaussian~Figs. 1 and 5 and Table II!,
with the characteristic timest0521/2s in the range
t0>170– 280 fs ~Table II and Fig. 7!. The initial
Gaussian time evolution, which manifests the behav
of the relaxation function for the short-time radial e
pansion of the bubble, is pronounced~Fig. 5!. This
Gaussian form of the short-time evolution is man
fested for all interior sites and also for surface sit
The site specificity~Fig. 7! and the temperature depe
dence oft0 are weak. The ultrafast time scale for th
bubble initial expansiont05170– 180 fs correspond
to effective vibrational frequencies of 1/ct0

>120– 200 cm21, which considerably exceed th
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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.

characteristic nuclear vibrational frequencies of t
rare-gas cluster~with a maximal vibrational frequency
of ;50 cm21!. Accordingly, the inertial radial bubble
expansion, which corresponds to a Gaussian time e
lution, occurs on a time scale faster than the clus
vibrational motion.

~7! Bubble exponential expansion. For the central site
exponential increase of the bubble size with a lifetim
t15260.5 ps is exhibited with a rather weak temper
ture dependence oft1 ~Fig. 8!. This exponential com-
ponent is not universal, e.g., not being exhibited by
interior ~1! site ~Table II!.

~8! Characteristic bubble frequencies. For the~C! site two
frequencies are exhibited~Table II!, i.e., v2;7 –
9 ps21 (37– 45 cm21) and v3;3 ps21 (;16 cm21).
There are two frequenciesv3;16 cm21 and v2;40
cm21 which characterize bubble configurational rela
ation in the interior sites~C!, ~1!–~3! of the Xe*Ar146

cluster, with thev3 frequency being always exhibited
while the v2 frequency is less prominent~e.g., not
appearing for site~1! at Ti510 K!. The damping
~dephasing! times of the two vibrational frequencie
are t2>1 – 3 ps ~for v2! and t3>2 – 6 ps ~for v3!,
which are nearly temperature independent~Fig. 8!.
The vibrational frequenciesv2 andv3 are in the range
expected for the cluster frequencies. The characteri
times for the vibrational motion in thev2 and v3

modes, i.e., 1/cv2>2 ps and 1/cv3;0.8 ps, are com-
parable to or shorter than the dephasing timest2 and
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9001A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
TABLE II. Dynamic parameters for the characterization of the evolution of the structural mean guest-host distanceRNN* (t), the spectral shifts in emission
dne(t), and the cluster temperatureT* (t) for Xe*ArN ~N5146 and 54! clusters atTi510 K. Each dynamic parameterO(t) was represented in the form
O(t)5A0 exp(2t2/2s2)1A1 exp(2t/t1)1(j52

L Aj exp(2t/tj)cos(vjt1aj) with the corresponding relaxation functionF(t)5O(t)2^O& being analyzed accord-
ing to Eqs.~19! and ~20!.a,b,c

Observable RNN* (t) dne(t) T* (t)

N Site j t j ~ps! v j (ps21) Aj ~Å! a j t j ~ps! v j (ps21) Aj ~eV! a j t j ~ps! v j (ps21)

146 ~C! 0 0.17 - 20.08 - 0.065 - 0.26 - 0.057 -
1 1.8 0 20.31 - 1.5 0 0.13 - 5 0
2 2.1 8.5 20.17 0.20 1.7 8.4 0.19 0.28 5 6.7
3 6.1 3.3 20.16 20.33 3.9 3.3 0.17 20.19 10 3.2

146 ~I! 0 0.12 - 20.43 - 0.12 - 0.48 - 0.064 -
1 - - - - - - - - 3 0
2 - - - - 0.5 7.7 0.11 23.55 - -
3 1.4 3.3 20.27 21.50 2.7 3.6 0.07 21.29 10 3.4

146 ~4! 0 0.28 - 20.36 - 0.14 - 0.20 - 0.081 -
1 - - - - 7.8 0 0.011 - - -
2 2.5 6.7 20.14 1.38 6.0 6.8 0.006 0.90 10 3.5
3 4.1 3.3 20.21 0.67 10.2 3.6 0.011 20.8 7 4.8

146 ~6! 0 0.21 - 20.29 - 0.13 - 0.08 - 0.078 -
1 - - - - 0.55 0 0.057 - - -
2 26 1.9 20.20 20.67 17.7 5.0 0.002 2.33 2 1.8
3 - - - - 19.8 2.0 0.012 21.20 - -

54 ~C! 0 0.18 - 21.19 - 0.11 - 0.35 - 0.059 -
1 1.0 0 20.60 - 1.3 0 0.12 - - -
2 0.4 6.0 21.45 2.66 1.2 6.7 0.06 1.59 2 3.5
3 2.2 3.4 20.39 0.27 2.0 3.5 0.15 20.08 5 4.0

54 ~I! 0 0.18 - 20.24 - 0.12 - 0.32 - 0.085 -
1 2.3 0 0.37 - - - - - - -
2 0.9 3.1 20.82 5.99 1.8 1.1 0.05 0.86 1 3.1
3 1.8 5.2 20.14 2.22 1.8 3.2 0.05 6.29 5 4.1

54 ~O! 0 0.15 - 20.16 - 0.15 - 0.097 - 0.085 -
1 - - - - - - - - - -
2 2.5 1.3 20.54 0.93 1.3 3.9 0.31 0.59 3 1.5
3 4.0 2.8 20.31 1.06 1.1 4.3 0.28 3.11 5 4.1

54 ~V! 0 0.24 - 20.88 - 0.12 - 0.10 - 0.081 -
1 1.8 0 0.56 - 6.7 0 0.01 - - -
2 4.1 17.4 20.29 0.05 1.8 2.7 0.028 1.95 2 1.5
3 40 2.1 20.08 5.44 3.3 1.9 0.034 6.21 5 4.6

aParameters for fit with a minimal number of frequencies to result in adequate~within 1%! representation of data.
bv150 by definition.
cEntries in parentheses represent layer uncertainty~;50%!.
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t3 . Within the uncertainty (650%) of the data fit,
frequencies@for interior sites ~C!, ~1!, and ~2! of
Xe*Ar146# exhibit a weak site specificity~Table II!.
The nuclear frequenciesv2 andv3 reflect the dynam-
ics of the motion of a nuclear wave packet accom
nying the bubble formation induced by impact due
the switching on of the short-range repulsion in t
electronically excited state.

~9! Other configurational changes. These involve the d
location of the Xe* atom away from the cluster cente
of mass and the change in the number of nea
neighbors for the interior sites~C!, ~1!, and ~2!. The
configurational dilation is accompanied by the d
placement of the Xe* atom in the bubble towards th
exterior of the cluster as is evident from the time ev
lution of RCM* (t) ~Fig. 2 and Table I!. Of particular
interest is the dislocation of Xe* measured by

dRCM5u^RCM* &2RCM* ~0!u. ~21!

For the central~C! site dRCM52.3– 3.9 Å, for site~1!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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dRCM52.0– 2.8 Å, and for site~2! dRCM51.2– 1.8 Å
~Table I!. Concurrently, the coordination numbers f
sites ~C!, ~1! ~Fig. 3 and Table I!, and ~2! markedly
increase from their initial value NN* (0)512 to con-
siderably larger values, e.g.,^NN* &517– 18 for the
~C! site and^NN* &515 for site~1!. Accordingly, the
dislocation of Xe* is accompanied by a marked in
crease of the coordination number. A cursory exam
nation of Figs. 2 and 3 reveals that the time scaletD

for the exterior dislocation and for the change in t
coordination number~specified by the time corre
sponding to the attainment of 90% of the asympto
values! is tD>4 ps for the ~C! site and tD

>1.5– 2.0 ps for sites~1! and~2! ~at Ti510 K!. These
values oftD are considerably longer than the~Gauss-
ian! characteristic times@paragraph~a!~b!# for the
bubble formation, i.e.,tD@t0 .

~10! Energy flow within the cluster. Relevant informatio
was obtained from the time dependence of the clus
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9002 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
kinetic energy expressed by the temperatureT* (t),
Eq. ~3!. The long-time^T* & cluster temperatures~av-
eraged over 1 ns! are summarized in Table I. The tem
perature riseDT5^T* &2Ti for the interior states is
quite substantial, i.e.,DT'16 K for Ti510 K and
DT'4 – 6 K forTi530 K. At Ti510 K site specificity
of DT is exhibited, with DT(C).DT(1).DT(2).

FIG. 5. Analysis of the short-time (t50 – 1 ps) dynamics of the bubble
formation and of the spectral shifts of Xe*ArN ~N554 and 146! clusters.
The time evolution ofRNN* (t), Eqs.~18! and ~19! and ofdne(t), Eqs.~22!
and ~19!, is fit with the parameters summarized in Table II. Solid lin
represent the simulated curves while dashed curves represent the fit.
the short-time Gaussian time evolution and the onset of impact indu
vibrational coherence. The central~C!, internal~I!, and surface~4! and ~6!
sites forN5146 and central~C!, internal~I!, and surface~O! and ~V! sites
for N554 are marked on the curves. All data are forTi510 K, except for
the ~C! site of N554, which is given forTi510 K ~marked C10! and for
Ti515 K ~marked C15 and not fit!. Note that the ground-state dislocation
Xe in XeAr54 at Ti515 K results in the reduction ofdne(0) relative to its
value atTi510 K.

FIG. 6. Analysis of the structural dynamics of the bubble formation for s
~C! and for the spring formation for site~4! in Xe*Ar146 clusters atTi

510 K. Solid curves represent the simulated data while dashed curves
resent the fits with the parameters summarized in Table II.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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The time evolution ofT* (t) ~Fig. 4! for the interior
~C!, ~1!, and~2! sites exhibits a fast increase, a slow
exponential, and a marked oscillatory dependence.
temperature relaxation functionFT(t)5uT* (t)2^T* &u
was analyzed in an analogous manner to Eqs.~18!–
~20!, with the characteristic times and frequencies b
ing summarized in Table II. The initial increase o
T* (t) is Gaussian, with a characteristic tim
tET521/2s>50–60 fs. Accordingly,tET,t0 , reflect-
ing ultrafast energy transfer into the cluster, whi
triggers the bubble expansion process. The ultra
time scale for energy flow into the cluste
tET550–60 fs corresponds to an effective vibration
frequency 1/ctET;600 cm21, which considerably ex-
ceeds all the characteristic frequencies of the clus

ote
d

p-

FIG. 7. Site specificity of the initial Gaussian characteristic timet0 for the
structural dynamics ofRNN* (t) and for the spectroscopic dynamics ofdne(t)
for Xe*ArN ~N554, 146! clusters atTi510 K. The lower horizontal scale
marks the sites for theN5146 cluster~with data denoted by circles!, while
the upper horizontal scale marks the sites for theN554 cluster~with data
denoted by squares!.

FIG. 8. The temperature dependence of the exponential decay timet1 and
the damping timest2 andt3 of the vibrational coherence for the~C! site of
Xe*Ar146.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9003A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
~upper limit of;50 cm21!. Accordingly, the cluster is
frozen on the time scale of the initial energy flow
which is equivalent to the impact-induced excitatio
Subsequently, a slower exponential increase ofT(t)
occurs witht1>3 – 5 ps~Table II!. This is followed by
an oscillatory behavior ofT(t), e.g., for the~C! site
the oscillation frequencies are;3 ps21 ~;16 cm21),
and;7 ps21 ~;37 cm21), reflecting the exchange be
tween the kinetic energy and the potential energy
the cluster. The characteristicT* (t) oscillation fre-
quencies~16 cm21 and 37 cm21! are similar to the fre-
quencies of the configurational relaxation of t
bubble~Table II!.

~11! A structural criterion for interior sites of Xe* . A struc-
tural specification of the surface Xe substitutional si
can be obtained from the ground state equilibrium v
ues ofRCM(0), which are: 9.0 Å for site~4!, 9.8 Å for
site ~5!, and 11.2 Å for site~6! ~Table I!. Accordingly,
Xe* remains in the interior of the cluster whe
^RCM&<9.0 Å. This condition is satisfied for sites~C!,
~1!, and~2!, whose temporal and asymptotic structu
parameters indeed show that they remained inside
cluster during the entire bubble relaxation process.

~12! The intermediate case of site~3!. The asymptotic pa-
rameter^RCM&512.0– 12.3 Å for the Xe*ArN cluster
initially substituted in the interior site~3! ~Table I! is
^RCM&.9.0 Å, violating the condition for the location
of Xe* in an interior cluster site~see preceding para
graph!. The Xe* atom initially located in interior site
~3! was liberated from the interior and occupies a s
face site. This is evident from the drastic reduction
the coordination number for this site from NN* (0)
512 to ^NN* &55 – 6, which indeed corresponds
the Xe* surface site~Table II and Fig. 3!. We are thus
facing a dynamic dislocation from the interior to th
surface substitutional site, driven by electronic e
travalence excitation. This brings us to the structu
dynamics of surface excitations.

~b! The spring formation for extravalence excitations
the surface sites (4), (5), (6), and (T).

~1! Stretching and contraction ofRNN* (t). Following ver-
tical excitation RNN* (t) increases up to its highes
RNN* (tM) value, at t5tM, assuming the values o
RNN* (tM)54.92, 5.00, 5.25, and 5.10 Å for sites~4!,
~5!, ~6!, and ~T!, respectively~Fig. 1!. The character-
istic time for the attainment ofRNN* (tM) is tM

51.3 ps for sites~4! and ~5! andtM>2.0 ps for sites
~6! and~T!. These values ofRNN* (tM) are only slightly
lower than the upper limit 1.15r e55.35 Å for the
nearest-neighbor distance~Sec. II B!. RNN* (tM) ex-
ceeds the asymptotiĉRNN* & value for all surface sites
~Table I and Fig. 1!, with the relative increase, Eq
~17!, of RNN* (tM) being f (tM)>1.5– 2.0. Subse-
quently, fort.tM an oscillatory nuclear relaxation t
the asymptotiĉ RNN* & value is exhibited~Fig. 1!.

~2! Average long-time displacements. TheDRNN* 5^RNN* &
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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2RNN* (0) values areDRNN* 50.61 Å for sites~4!, ~5!,
and ~6! and DRNN* 50.65 Å for the ~T! atom. These
values ofRNN* are nearly surface-site independent.

~3! Multimodal time evolution ofRNN* (t) from its initial
valueRNN* (0) to the asymptotic valuêRNN* &. The time
evolution exhibits short-time Gaussian behavior fo
lowed by an oscillatory one, which manifests the v
brational motion of the Xe* atom with respect to the
cluster~Fig. 1 and Table II!.

~4! Spring relaxation dynamics. The analysis of the co
figurational change was performed by defining t
configurational relaxation functionF(t), Eq. ~18!, for
sites ~4!–~6! and ~T!, and carrying out the analysi
according to Eqs.~19! and ~20!. Typical parameters
$Aj%, t0521/2s, $t j%, $v j%, and$a j% are summarized
in Table II. The initial times for structural relaxatio
are t05200– 300 fs, which are not surface site sp
cific. The t0 values for the spring dynamics in th
surface sites~4!–~6! may be somewhat longer than th
corresponding t05170– 280 fs lifetimes for the
bubble formation@see paragraph~a!~6! of this Sec.#,
but their difference lies within the data fit uncertaint
As for the bubble formation@paragraph~a!~6!#, the
characteristic frequencies 1/ct0;110– 160 cm21,
characterizing the inertial radial spring motion, exce
the cluster vibrational frequencies. The initial ultrafa
spring stretching is followed by longer-time~ps! oscil-
latory behavior with several modes with the charact
istic lifetimes in the range>2 – 20 ps. The number o
oscillatory components decreases and the charact
tic time lengthens from site~4! to ~6!, i.e., with the
initial displacement of Xe* from the cluster center
~Table II!.

~5! Spring frequencies. The characteristic frequencies
Xe* spring motion fall in the range;2 – 4 ps21

(11– 22 cm21) ~Table II!. For site~4! the two spring
frequencies of ;3 ps21 (16 cm21) and ;7 ps21

(38 cm21) are close to those of the bubble@paragraph
~a!~8!#. On the other hand, for the exterior surface s
~6! the characteristic frequency is reduced to 2 ps21

(;11 cm21). For the motion of the exterior surfac
site ~6! a long-time, low frequency motion witht2

>20 ps is exhibited~Fig. 6 and Table II!. The frequen-
ciesv2 andv3 fall in the range expected for the clus
ter frequencies. The characteristic times for thev2 and
v3 vibrational modes, e.g., 1/cv j51 – 2 ps (j 52,3),
are shorter than the damping lifetimest2 andt3 .

~6! Dislocation of Xe* outside the cluster. This can b
inferred from the behavior ofRCM* (t) ~Fig. 2!. The
increase ofRNN* (t) ~Fig. 1! is accompanied by an in
crease ofRCM* (t) ~Fig. 2!. The dislocation of Xe* ,
dRCM , Eq. ~21!, assumes the values~Table I! 1.4, 1.1,
0.8–1.2, and 0.7–0.8 Å for sites~4!, ~5!, ~6!, and~T!,
respectively. These values ofdRCM exhibit a decrease
of the stretching for more distant sites. The time sc
tD for the increase ofRCM* @paragraph~a!~9!# is tD

>1.5 ps~Fig. 2!, being site independent for the surfac
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9004 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
sites. ThetD values for the surface sites are consid
ably lower than the correspondingtD>4 ps value for
the bubble in the~C! site~Fig. 2!. Again,tD.t0 , with
the time scale for Xe* dislocation being considerabl
longer than the initial spring configurational rela
ation. On the other hand,tD>tM , with the time scale
for the attainment of the maximum value of th
stretching@i.e., of RNN* (t)# approximately coinciding
with the Xe* dislocation time, as expected. Th
asymptotic value of̂ RCM* &512.0– 12.4 Å for site~6!
is equal to or exceeds the initial value ofRCM

512.0 Å for site~T! ~Table I!. Accordingly Xe* , ini-
tially in a surface state~T!, relaxes to a configuration
outside the ground state cluster.

~7! Coordination numbers. An oscillatory temporal beha
ior of NN* (t) is exhibited ~Fig. 3!. The initial de-
crease of NN* (t) at short times clearly manifests th
spring stretching with the dislocation of Xe* away
from the cluster. The asymptotic values of^NN* & for
the surface sites are close to those of the ini
NN* ~0!5NN values~Table I!.

~8! Lack of dissociation of Xe* . The finite, constant
asymptotic values of̂RCM* & and of^NN* &>NN for the
Xe* surface sites~Figs. 2 and 3 and Table I! clearly
imply that the surface Xe* atoms in sites~4!–~6! and
~T! remain bound.

~9! Energy flow to the cluster. The time evolution of th
cluster temperature for surface sites~4!–~6! and ~T!
~Fig. 4! is characterized by the ultrafast rise~Table II!
of tET>80 fs. tET is shorter thant0>200– 300 fs
@paragraph~b!~4!# and reflects ultrafast energy flow
into the cluster, which triggers the configuration
change. The time scaletET for the spring is again, as
for the bubble @paragraph ~a!~10!#, considerably
shorter than the time scale for the cluster vibratio
motion, with the cluster being frozen on the time sca
of the initial impact energy transfer. The subsequ
oscillatory behavior ofT(t) ~Fig. 4! manifests the ex-
change between kinetic and potential energy. The
quencies of this energy exchange~Table II! v
;3 – 5~ps!21 for site ~4! and v;2 ~ps!21 for the ex-
terior site~6! are close to the frequencies accompan
ing the configurational change~Table II!.

~10! The initial temperature dependence of the tempo
and asymptotic structural parameters. For the ini
cluster temperatures ofTi510 K and 30 K the struc-
tural and dynamic parameters exhibit a weak tempe
ture dependence, and do not exhibit any system
variation exceeding the uncertainty of our analysis.

This concludes our analysis of the dynamics of bub
formation around internal Xe* sites and spring formation fo
surface Xe* sites. Three final points should be made.

~1! Universal features of the dynamics of large Xe*ArN

clusters were established. Similar temporal a
asymptotic structural attributes were obtained forN
5146 reported herein, and for largerN5199 clusters.

~2! The large Xe*Ar146 cluster preserves its integrity durin
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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the configurational relaxation processes. On the long
time scale of 1 ns used in our simulations, no dissoc
tion of the cluster was exhibited. All the nuclear rela
ation processes are nondissociative, being reminiscen
vibrational energy flow and vibrational relaxation in th
condensed phase.

~3! No rigid–nonrigid cluster structural transition was in
duced for ‘‘large’’ clusters. The large Xe*Ar146 cluster
also remains rigid during the dynamic processes initia
at the initial temperatureTi<30 K and no cluster ‘‘melt-
ing’’ is exhibited.

IV. STRUCTURAL RELAXATION IN Xe *Ar54
CLUSTERS

With decreasing the cluster size a new type of structu
relaxation phenomenon is expected on the basis of prev
simulations for Xe2*Ar53 clusters.22 In intermediate size
Xe*Ar54 clusters, the excessive vibrational energy flow
the cluster may induce rigid–nonrigid~melting! transition
within the cluster. Our simulations reveal that vertical ex
tation of the XeAr54 cluster~at Ti510 K!, with the Xe atom
initially located at the cluster center, results in a nonrig
Xe*Ar54 cluster, where diffusion of the Xe* atom from the
interior site to the surface occurs. Concurrently, this interm
diate size Xe*Ar54 cluster maintains its integrity and disso
ciative processes are negligible, i.e., not exceeding the
sociation of a single Ar atom on the relevant (;1 ns) time
scale.

The time evolution of the structural parametersRNN*
~Fig. 9!, RCM* ~Fig. 10!, and the cluster temperatureT* (t)
~Fig. 11! of Xe*Ar54 was explored for the four Xe* substi-
tutional sites,15 i.e., ~C! center,~I! interior, ~O! and ~V! sur-
face sites. The asymptotic data were summarized in Tab
The analysis of the cluster temperature~Fig. 11! FT(t)
5T* (t)2^T&,according to Eqs.~19! and~20!, results in the
temporal and frequency parameters summarized in Tabl
The ultrafast Gaussian time evolution for initial energy flo
into the cluster is characterized by a timetET521/2s, i.e.,
tET560 fs for the central site~C! andtET;80 fs for the in-
terior site~I! and for the surface sites~O! and~V!. The time

FIG. 9. Site-specific time dependence of the structural parameterRNN* (t) for
the central~C! and the surface~V! Xe site in Xe*Ar54 clusters atTi

510 K. The solid lines represent the simulation results. The dashed
represents the fits, Eqs.~18! and~19!, with the parameters given in Table II
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9005A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
evolution ofRNN* (t) ~Fig. 9! exhibits an initial Gaussian in
crease followed by damped oscillatory components. T
analysis ofF(t), Eq. ~18!, was performed using Eqs.~19!
and ~20!. The relaxation parameters atTi510 K, summa-
rized in Table II, result in a good fit~Figs. 5 and 9!. The
energy transfer and relaxation parameterstET ,t0 ,t1

2t3 ,v2 ,v3 for the interior~C! and ~I! and for the surface
~O! and~V! sites of Xe*Ar54 ~Table II! are similar to those of
the interior and surface sites of Xe*Ar146 ~Sec. III!, so that
no marked cluster size dependence of the configuratio
bubble and spring relaxation is exhibited in this cluster s
domain. For the interior sites~C! and~I! the initial Gaussian
decay time ist0>180 fs, which is longer thantET , followed
by an exponential decay witht1>1 ps for the~C! site and
t1>2 ps for the~I! site. Vibrational coherence for sites~C!

FIG. 10. The site-specific time dependence of the distanceRCM(t) between
Xe* and the center of mass of the cluster for different Xe* substitutional
sites ~marked on the curves! at initial temperaturesTi510 K and Ti

530 K ~marked on the panels!. Note the initial dislocation@RCM(0)
51.6Å# of the central~C! Xe atom atT530 K.

FIG. 11. The time evolution of the cluster temperatureT* (t) for the
Xe*Ar54 cluster for different Xe* substitutional sites~marked on the curves!
for the initial temperatureTi510 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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and ~I! is characterized by two frequencies:v2>5–6~ps!21

andv3>3 ~ps!21. The interior Xe excitations at sites~C! and
~I!, which are accompanied by a large configurational d
tion ~Fig. 9! of ^RNN* &2RNN50.8– 0.9 Å, correspond to the
bubble formation. The structural parametersRCM* (t) for the
~C! and ~I! sites of Xe*Ar54 at Ti510 K exhibit an initial
increase on the time scale oftD52.5 ps for ~C! and tD

51.5– 2.0 ps for~I! ~Fig. 10!, which considerably exceedst0

and manifests the dislocation of Xe* . It is also instructive to
note that for the~C! site atTi530 K, a thermally induced,
site-specific, configurational change withRCM* (0)51.4 Å is
exhibited @in contrast toRCM* (0)50.1 at Ti510 K# and a
further dislocation of Xe* occurs fromRCM(0)51.4 Å to
RCM* (t510 ps)>2.4 Å ~Fig. 10!. For both the~C! and ~I!
sites atTi510 K and atTi530 K the Xe* atom remains
inside the cluster on a time scale of;10 ps with RCM* (t
510 ps) for these sites being smaller than the correspon
initial RCM value for the surface sites~O! or ~V! ~Table I!.
For longer time scales of 50–1000 ps further cluster confi
rational changes are exhibited, resulting in the increase
RCM* (t) on this time scale and of^RCM* & ~Table I!, which will
be subsequently discussed. The Xe*Ar54 surface state~V!
exhibits spring formation, with a marked increase ofRCM* (t)
beyond the ground-state cluster boundary~Fig. 10 and Table
I! and with a marked decrease of the coordination num
^NN* & ~Table I!. Vibrational coherence effects for the su
face site~V! exhibit a frequency of 2~ps!21 (11 cm21) with
a long lifetime~Fig. 11 and Table II!, which characterizes the
spring motion. The short-time configurational site-spec
dynamics~on a time scale of;20 ps! of Xe*Ar54 is quanti-
tatively similar to that of Xe*Ar146.

The long-time~1 ns! behavior of Xe*Ar54 reflects new
implications of cluster melting. The final temperature of t
Xe*Ar54 cluster in the initial~C! Xe* site is ^T* &542 K
~Fig. 12!, this limiting temperature~independent ofTi! is
reached aftert510 ps~Fig. 11!. As the melting temperature
of Ar55 is TM530 K,58,59 we expect that for XeAr54 at ^T&
542 K a cluster total rigid–nonrigid transition~melting! has
occurred. Very large configurational changes of the Xe* mi-
croenvironment are exhibited on a time scale of 200 ps, w
RCM* increasing from the initial values ofRCM* (0)50.5 Å at
Ti510 K and RCM* (0)52 Å at Ti530 K to a larger finite
value RCM* (t.250 ps)58.5 Å ~Fig. 12!, resulting in the
large value of̂ RCM* &58.5 Å ~averaged over 1 ns! which is
given in Table I. Concurrently, the number of Xe* nearest
neighbors decreases from NN* (0)512– 14 to the low value
NN*(t.250 ps!55 ~Fig. 12 and Table I!. Such long-time
configurational changes, characteristic of the medium-si
Xe*Ar54 cluster~Fig. 12!, are not exhibited in a large, e.g
Xe*Ar199, cluster~Fig. 13!. These dramatic long-time con
figurational changes in Xe*Ar54 ~Fig. 12! manifest mass
transport of the Xe* atom from the central site to the surfac
of the nonrigid cluster. A crude representation of t
Xe* –Ar pair potential in terms of the LJ potential, i.e.,e
5831023 eV ands54.13 Å,15–17 which, according to the
recipe of Perera and Amar,49 corresponds to the reduced p
rameterss* 51.213 ande* 50.77. For a low value ofe* the
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9006 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
surface site is expected to be preferred.49 Indeed, the Xe*
does prefer the surface site, as borne out by our simulat
~Fig. 12!. During the mass transfer to the surfaceRNN* is
almost not changed, i.e., the Xe* atom drags along its
bubble. The time scale for the mass transfer of Xe* from the
center to the surface is;150 ps at̂ T* &542 K. In conclu-
sion, in the Xe*Ar54 cluster the local short-time~10 ps! con-
figurational change of bubble formation is followed by
global long-time~150 ps! configurational change, which in
volves Xe* transport to the surface.

FIG. 12. The long-time (t50 – 1 ns) behavior of the temperatureT* (t), the
structural parametersRCM* (t) and NN* (t), and the time-dependent emissio
spectral shiftdne(t) of the Xe*Ar54 cluster, where the Xe* atom was ini-
tially located at the central~C! site atTi510 K. The break in the structura
parameters and indne(t), which saturate at;200 ps, marks the diffusion o
the Xe* bubble to the cluster surface.

FIG. 13. The long-time (t50 – 1 ns) dependence ofRCM* (t) for the central
~C! and surface~S! sites~marked on the curves! of Xe*Ar199 excited atTi

510 K. The time independence ofRCM(t) reflects cluster rigidity.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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V. DISSOCIATIVE DYNAMICS IN SMALL Xe *Ar12
CLUSTERS

For large ~N5146,199! and medium-sized (N554)
clusters the dynamics is essentially ‘‘nonreactive’’ with t
cluster maintaining its structural integrity on the relevant~ns!
time scale. For a small cluster, i.e., Xe*Ar12, the vibrational
energy flow results in dissociative cluster dynamics. W
have studied energy acquisition, configurational relaxati
and dissociation for small Xe*Ar12 clusters, exploring the
initial central ~C!, surface~S!, and top~T! Xe* atom con-
figurations. The initial vibrational energy flow into the clu
ter, following the electronic excitation~at Ti510 K! as in-
ferred from the time evolution of the cluster temperatu
~Fig. 14! tET>100 fs for the~C!, ~S!, and~T! sites, is inde-
pendent of the initial site.T* (t) subsequently reaches a pe
value specified byTMAX* with the temperature riseDT
5TMAX* 2Ti , i.e., DT5110 K at t>250 fs for the~C! site
andDT>45– 50 K for the~S! and~T! sites att>200 fs~Fig.
14!. The very large value ofDT for the ~C! site considerably
exceeds the cluster melting temperature58,59 and leads to a
substantial disintegration of the cluster.

The products of the cluster dissociation can be rep
sented in terms of the time dependent fractionP(N) of
N-body clusters. The average numberN̄ of atoms in the clus-
ter can be written asN̄5(NNP(N). The yields Y(N)
5(N/N̄)P(N) of N-body clusters are subjected to the no
malization condition(NY(N)51, for eacht. Figure 15 por-
trays the time dependence of the fractionsP(N) of N-body
clusters from Xe*A12 at Ti510 K ~obtained by the averaging
over 100 trajectories!. The Xe*Ar12 cluster disintegration is
site specific. The most extensive fragmentation occurs for
~C! site, while the~S! and ~T! sites reveal only a smal
amount @P(1)<0.25# of single atom dissociation on th
time scale of 10 ps~Fig. 15!. An incubation timet IN for

FIG. 14. The site-specific time dependence of the cluster temperatureT* (t)
and the structural parametersRNN* (t), RCM(t), and NN* (t) for the central
~C! and surface~S! sites for Xe*Ar12 and the top~T! site of Xe*Ar13

~marked on the curves!. Clusters excited atTi510 K.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9007A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
dissociation is exhibited, i.e.,t IN>2 ps for the~C! site and
t IN>3.5 ps for the~S! and ~T! sites. These incubation time
considerably exceedtET , as well as the characteristic time
t0 for the initial configurational changes~Fig. 14! of RNN*
(t0;200–300 fs! and of NN* ~characteristic times;800
fs!. The major dissociation route of Xe*Ar12 at the~C! site
involves single atom sequential dissociation. At 10 ps, 6
of the Xe*Ar12 ~C! clusters disintegrated, mostly via th
‘‘evaporation’’ of a single atom@where P(1)>0.95 at t
510 ps#, while the fraction of dimers is small~i.e., P(2)
,0.05! ~Fig. 15!. From the structural data of Fig. 14 it ap
pears that the average number of the first nearest neighbo
NN*;4 and the average distance isRNN* 54.6 Å for the~C!
and~S! sites att510 ps. Thus the Xe* atom initially located
at the ~C! and ~S! sites of Xe*Ar12 does not leave the re
sidual cluster on the time scale of 10 ps. On the other ha
the low value of NN*,1 at t510 ps for the Ar13Xe* ~T!
cluster ~Fig. 14! reveals that Xe* dissociation took place
from the~T! site. In conclusion, the dissociative dynamics
small Xe*Ar12 and Xe*Ar13 heteroclusters is site specific
involving mainly consecutive single atom dissociati
events.

This dissociative dynamics of small clusters is not
duced by vibrational energy transfer from a guest diatom
molecule60 or an excimer molecule22 to the cluster, which
was previously explored,22,60 but rather from the induced
short-range guest Rydberg-host atoms repulsion. Regar
dynamic cluster size effects the dynamics of these imp
excited small clusters marks the limit of dissociati
molecular-type dynamics, while with increasing the clus
size ~Secs. III and IV! a ‘‘transition’’ from the small-cluster
molecular-type dynamics to the large-cluster repulsive

FIG. 15. The time dependence of the fractions P~N! of N-atom clusters in
the fragmentation of Xe*Ar12 @central~C! and surface~S! Xe* sites# and of
Xe*Ar13 @top ~T! Xe* site#. The sites are marked on the panels. Init
temperatureTi510 K.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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duced configurational dynamics in an elemental atomic clu
ter is exhibited.

VI. TIME DEPENDENT SPECTRAL SHIFTS IN
EMISSION

We proceed to explore the experimental spectrosco
implications of large configurational relaxation in large (N
5146) and medium-sized (N554) Xe*ArN clusters. The
time-resolved spectral shifts in emission@Figs. 16~a! and
16~b!# reveal a marked time-dependent evolution towar
lower dne values, which provide the spectroscopic manife
tation of the configurational changes, i.e., the bubble form
tion for interior Xe* sites and the spring effect for Xe* sur-
face sites. Of course, the configurational dilation, whic
increases the Xe* –Ar distances both for interior and surface
Xe* sites, will result in the marked time dependent reductio
of the ~blue! spectral shift in emission from the large valu
dne(0)5dn to considerably lower values. The asymptoti
values of̂ dne& of the emission spectral shifts, together wit
the large asymptotic Stokes shifts~each averaged over 10
trajectories of 1 ns!, are summarized in Table III. The time-
resolved spectral shiftsdne(t) in emission@Figs. 16~a! and
16~b!# were characterized by the spectral shift relaxatio
function

FIG. 16. The time dependence of the site-specific spectral shifts in emiss
for Xe*Ar146 clusters. The Xe* substitutional sites are marked on the curves
~a! Ti510 K. ~b! Ti530 K.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9008 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
Fn~ t !5dne~ t !2^dne&, ~22!

which was analyzed by Eqs.~3! and ~4!. In Table II we
summarize the temporal and dynamic parameters$Aj% ( j
50 – 3), t0521/2s, $t j% ( j 51 – 3), $v j% and $a j% ( j
52,3) emerging from the analysis of the time-depend
spectral shifts. A good fit of thedne(t) data was obtained, a
is evident from Figs. 5, 17, and 18.

The site-specific time-resolved emission spectroscop
Xe*Ar146 with the characteristic bubble formation for th
interior ~C!, ~1!, and~2! Xe* sites and the spring formatio
for the surface~4!–~6! and ~T! sites, exhibits the following
features~Table II and Figures 5, 17, and 18!:

~i! An initial Gaussian decay ofdne(t), with a character-

TABLE III. Characterization of the energetics of the emission spectra
Xe*Ar146 clusters~after t51 ns). The spectral shiftsdn and linewidthsG for
absorption are also given.

Xe* sitea
Ti

~K!b,c ^dne& ~eV!d dn ~eV!e ^SS& ~eV!f Ge ~eV!d G ~eV!e

Central 10 0.102 0.92 0.82 0.062 0.084
Central 30 0.087 0.80 0.71 0.090 0.14
Inner-1 10 0.097 0.63 0.54 0.053 0.073
Inner-1 30 0.092 0.55 0.46 0.044 0.13
Inner-2 10 0.078 0.46 0.38 0.035 0.073
Inner-2 30 0.059 0.41 0.35 0.045 0.12
Inner-3 10 0.022 0.45 0.43 0.033 0.073
Inner-3 30 0.025 0.40 0.37 0.036 0.12
Surface-4 10 0.036 0.25 0.21 0.023 0.05
Surface-4 30 0.033 0.23 0.20 0.031 0.10
Surface-5 10 0.032 0.21 0.18 0.018 0.05
Surface-5 30 0.028 0.20 0.17 0.025 0.09
Surface-6 10 0.021 0.14 0.12 0.014 0.05
Surface-6 30 0.018 0.013 0.12 0.020 0.08
Top 10 0.013 0.083 0.070 0.021 0.038
Top 30 0.011 0.079 0.068 0.022 0.064

aLabeling of sites.
bInitial ground state temperature.
cFinal excited state temperature given in Table I.
dSpectral parameters for emission for Xe*ArN . ^dne&-spectral shift and
Ge-linewidth.

eSpectral parameters for absorption for XeArN . dn-spectral shift andG line-
width ~Ref. 15!.

fStokes shifts Eq.~15!.

FIG. 17. Analysis of the time dependence of the spectral shift in emis
using Eqs.~22! and ~19! for the bubble central~C! Xe* site and for the
spring Xe* surface site~6! ~marked on the curves! in Xe*Ar146 clusters at
Ti510 K. The parameters for the fits are given in Table II.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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istic time t0521/2s of 70 fs for the~C! site,;120 fs
for site ~1!, and;130–140 fs for the surface sites~4!
and~6!. In spite of the substantial uncertainty in the
t0 values two features of general trends emerge~Fig.
7 and Table II!. Firstly, the values oft0 are somewhat
lower for the spectral shiftdne(t) than for the con-
figurational changeRNN* (t) ~Sec. III!. Secondly, the
t0 values for the surface sites~4! and ~6! seem to be
somewhat longer than those for the interior site~C!.

~ii ! An exponential contributiont1>1.5 ps to the decay
of dne(t) for the ~C! site, which is comparable tot1

>1.8 ps for the time evolution ofRNN* (t) ~Table II!.
~iii ! An oscillatory time dependence ofdne(t) at timest

.1 ps for both interior and surface sites reflects
brational coherence effects induced by the short ra
Xe* –Ar repulsions~see Sec. III!. The frequencies for
RNN* (t) obtained from the FT ofF(t), Eq. ~22!, and
the frequencies fordne(t) obtained from the FT of
Fn(t), Eq. ~3!, are similar both for the interior
~bubble! and for the surface~spring! sites~Fig. 19 and
Table II!.

~iv! The time-resolved spectral shifts for the surface si
~Figs. 17 and 18! @and in particular site~6!#, which
exhibit the spring effect, show an initial Gaussian d
cay ~Secs. I, III, and IV! followed by a slow oscilla-
tory decay to the asymptotic value with a dampi
lifetime of ;20 ps.

In view of the similarity of the short-time structural re
laxation dynamics in Xe*Ar54 and Xe*Ar146 clusters~Secs.
III and IV!, we expect similar results for short-time fluore
cence (t,10 ps) for Xe*Ar54 and Xe*Ar146 clusters.dne(t)
data for Xe*Ar54 are summarized in Figs. 5, 17, and 18 a
in Table II for Ti510 K. The initial Gaussian lifetimest0

for the interior~C! and ~I! sites and for the surface~O! and
~V! sites of Xe*Ar54 are close to thet0 values for the corre-
sponding sites of Xe*Ar146 ~within the uncertainty of the
fits!, so that no marked cluster size effects on the ultrash
time relaxation dynamics are exhibited. The characteri
frequencies fordne(t) ~Table II and Fig. 18! are again close
to those forRNN* (t). The damped oscillatory components
Xe*Ar54 have lifetimes~2–3 ps! which are similar to those

f

n

FIG. 18. Analysis of the time dependence of the spectral shifts in emis
using Eqs.~22! and ~19! for the bubble central Xe* site ~C! and for the
spring Xe* surface site~5! ~marked on the curves! in Xe*Ar54 clusters at
Ti510 K. The parameters for the fits are given in Table II.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9009A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
for Xe*Ar146. Long-time fluorescence (t;100– 103 ps)
from nonrigid Xe*Ar54 clusters will be of considerable inter
est and will be discussed at the end of this section.

A spectrum-structure relation for the time-resolved em
sion spectral shifts can be provided. As the temporal spec
shift in emission is still dominated by the short-range rep
sive interactions, it is expected to be extremely sensitive
the local microstructure. The short-range repulsive inter
tions are expected to depend roughly exponentially on
Xe* ~3P1!–Ar separation. Accordingly, we utilized an exp
nential nearest-neighbor distance relationship for the spe
shift, i.e.,

dne~ t !5a* @NN* ~ t !#exp@2g* RNN* ~ t !#. ~23!

We analyzed the time-resolved emission spectral shifts
both interior and surface Xe* sites in Xe*Ar146 at Ti510 K
and 30 K, according to Eq.~23!, with the values ofdne(t)
spanning the range 0.92–0.01 eV, while the values ofRNN* (t)
span the range 3.7–5.1 Å. From the plot
ln@dne(t)/NN* (t)# vs RNN* (t), for different initial interior and
surface sites and at different times~Fig. 20!, we infer that the
exponential emission spectrum-structure relation, Eq.~23!, is
well obeyed, with the parametersa* 57.013103 eV and
g* 53.06 Å21. The parametersa* andg* are very close to
the parameters a5(6.260.6)•103 eV and g53.05
60.05 Å21 for the exponential absorption spectrum
structure relation.15 This agreement provides a unified d
scription of the structure-spectra relationship over a rema
ably broad range of structural parameters, i.e.,RNN

53.7– 4.1 Å fordn15 andRNN* (t)53.7– 5.1 Å fordne(t) for
both absorption and emission.

FIG. 19. The Fourier transformsRNN* (v)5FTv@RNN* (t)# and dne(v)
5FTv@dne(t)# for the central~C! and surface~S! Xe* sites in Xe*Ar146.
Note the near identity of the characteristic frequencies for the structural
spectroscopic temporal attributes.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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For rigid large Xe*Ar146 clusters~excited atTi<30 K!
the structural and spectroscopic dynamics is over at
*20 ps, when thedne(t) vs t curves converge to thei
asymptotic valueŝdne&. The long-time behavior ofdne(t)
for the excited~C! site of the nonrigid Xe*Ar54 is rather
complex, with the diffusion of the Xe* atom from the inte-
rior of the nonrigid cluster to its surface~Sec. IV!. The time
evolution of dne(t) on the long-time scale reflects this b
havior ~Fig. 12!, with the decrease ofdne(t) from 0.075 eV
at t510 ps todne(t)50.02 eV~i.e., a decrease by a numer
cal factor of 3.8! at t5150 ps. This decrease ofdne(t) re-
flects the change of the coordination number in the expan
configuration around Xe* from the interior dilated bubble
structure fort510 ps with NN* (10 ps)516.5 to the surface
spring structure att5150 ps with NN* (150 ps)>4.7 ~Fig.
12!. According to Eq.~23! we expect that~for fixed RNN* ! the
spectral shift att5150– 200 ps will be reduced by a numer
cal factor of 3.5, in accord with thedne(t) data of Fig. 12.

What is the feasibility of the spectroscopic interrogati
of the energy-resolved fluorescence? For a large cluster,
Xe*Ar146, the rigid cluster undergoes nondissociative int
cluster configurational relaxation. For the~C! bubble expan-
sion the relevant time scales for the occurrence of mar
changes indne(t) are ~Fig. 17 and Table II! the ultrashort
time t0>70 fs andt1>1.5 ps, followed by the decay of th
oscillatory components oft2 , t3>2 – 4 ps. The radiative
lifetime of the Xe*(3P1) state is 3–5 ns.19 Accordingly, the
fluorescence quantum yields during the evolution of
time-resolved fluorescence are;231025 for t0 , ;4
31024 for t1 and ;1023 for t2 ,t3 . Similar fluorescence
quantum yields will be exhibited fort0 and t2 , t3 from
other interior and surface states of Xe*Ar146. Such low-yield
time-resolved fluorescence can be interrogated by fs la

nd

FIG. 20. A global analysis of the time dependent spectral shiftsdne(t) from
the different Xe* sites~C!, ~1!–~6! in Xe*Ar146 at the initial temperatures
Ti510 K, 30 K. The spectroscopic data over the broad range of parame
dne(t)50.92– 0.01 eV and over a wide range of the structural param
RNN* (t)53.7– 5.1Å are well fit by the exponential spectrum structure re
tionship, Eq. ~23!, with the parametersg* 53.06Å21 and a* 57.0
3103 eV ~solid line!.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9010 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
induced fluorescence upconversion studies, which const
a difficult experiment in the vacuum ultraviolet spectral d
main. An alternative experimental approach will involve t
time-resolved absorption of the Xe* (3P1) state in clusters,
i.e., interrogating the Xe 6s@3/2#1→np,s,d@3/2,5/2#0,2 tran-
sitions of the Xe guest atom by fs laser-pump-probe exp
ments. Note that this atomic description of the electro
excitation of Xe in a cluster is probably justified forn
56,7, according to the experimental correlation diagrams
Messinget al.18

The situation is different for medium-sized Xe*Ar54

clusters, with Xe* at the~C! site, which loses its rigidity but
maintains its integrity. The short time-resolved fluoresce
on the time scale of;10 ps~Fig. 18! is similar to that of the
larger Xe*Ar146 cluster~Fig. 17! although its damped oscil
latory components have a shorter lifetime. However,
time-resolved emission of the nonrigid Xe*Ar54 cluster on a
long-time scale of;200 ps will allow for the monitoring of
the global structural cluster change with the interior X*
bubble site being transferred to the surface Xe* spring on a
time scale oft;150 ps~Fig. 12!. The interrogation of the
time-resolved spectral shift~or Stokes shift! in the fluores-
cence of Xe*Ar54 on the time scale of;500 ps, according to
the prediction of Fig. 12, will constitute a relatively ea
experiment, which will provide useful information on ma
transport of the Xe* bubble.

The exploration of excited-state fs and ps configurat
changes in Xe*ArN ~N554, 146! clusters by the interroga
tion of time-resolved fluorescence and transient absorp
constitutes a real experimental challenge. Useful, tho
considerably less complete, information of these configu
tion changes emerges from energy-resolved total fluo
cence spectra.

VII. ENERGY-RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA
OF Xe*Ar146

We have calculated the long-time fluorescence spe
L̄e(E), Eq. ~11!, of Xe*Ar146 clusters using the spectral de
sity method ~Sec. II D!. The configurational relaxation in
these rigid clusters occurs on the time scale oft<20 ps,
whereupon the fluorescence quantum yield during the c
figurational relaxation process is negligible. The simula
emission line shapes~Fig. 21! at Ti510 K and Ti530 K
correspond to the average temperatures^T* & tabulated in
Table III. The power spectra for the emission bands are a
lyzed in the Appendix. The line shapes are Gaussian, co
sponding to the Kubo slow modulation limit.51 In Table III
we summarize the asymptotic spectral shifts^dne&, and the
linewidthsGe ~see Sec. II D! of the fluorescence bands. Th
strong modulation limit is reflected in the temperature dep
dence of the linewidthGe}^T* &1/2. The simulatedGe data
obtained from the line shapes of Fig. 21 confirm this relat
with the ^T* & data given in Table III. The spectral feature
for the emission bands for Xe*Ar146 are compared in Table
III with the corresponding spectral features, i.e., the spec
shift dn and the linewidth~FWHM! G at the temperature fo
absorptionTi530 K. The following predictions emerge:
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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~1! The Xe* ~3P1! atom is bound for all sites on the ns tim
scale.

~2! The long-time emission spectra are characterized
small blue spectral shifts (^dne&50.01– 0.1 eV).

~3! The emission spectral shiftŝdne& exhibit a site speci-
ficity, with the hierarchŷ dne&(C).^dne&(1)*^dne&(2)
*^dne&(3).^dne&(4).^dne&(5).^dne&~6!>^dne&(T).
This hierarchy reflects the decrease of local cluster p
turbations for the equilibrated excited electronic state
decreasing order from the~C! bubble to the internal
bubble and to the surface spring. This hierarchy of
emission energetics is qualitatively similar to that
absorption,15 where the perturbations of the Xe microe
vironment are considerably stronger~Table III!. The
~blue! spectral shiftŝ dne& in emission are considerabl
smaller than the corresponding spectral shiftsdn in ab-
sorption.

~4! Large Stokes shifts between the peaks of the absorp
and emission spectra are predicted~Table III!. The large
Stokes shifts reflect the marked reductions of the m
croenvironment perturbation of Xe* in the configura-
tionally relaxed excited state. These Stokes shifts
site specific, exhibiting in the hierarchy SS~central!
.SS~internal!.SS~surface!*SS~top!.

~5! The linewidthsGe follow the site-specific order of the
shifts. The values ofGe reflect again the hierarchy o
central bubble, internal bubble, and surface spring. T
emission linewidths are considerably lower than the c
responding site specific linewidths in absorption~Table
III !.

~6! The hierarchy of large Stokes shifts and of the reduc
line broadening in emission relative to absorption p
vides the long-time manifestation of the formation of t
bubble for the~C!, ~1!, and ~2! sites and the spring fo
the surface~4!–~6! and ~T! sites.

~7! Universality. Size invariant characteristics of^dne& and
Ge were obtained for largeN5146 andN5199 clusters,

FIG. 21. Simulated site-specific emission line shapes for Xe*Ar146 clusters.
The sites are marked on the curves. The initial cluster temperatures aTi

510 K andTi530 K ~as marked on the panels! while the cluster tempera-
tures^T* & are given from Table I. All line shapes are normalized to uni
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9011A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
pointing towards site-specific cluster size independ
spectral features in emission.

These simulated data will be confronted in Sec. V
with the available spectroscopic results.11–14

The calculated site-specific~‘long-time’! asymptotic
emission~blue! spectral shiftŝ dne& of large Xe*Ar146 clus-
ters ~Table III! are characterized by relatively low values
^dne&50.01– 0.1 eV. These small values of^dne& corre-
spond to the spectral shift of the Xe* atom in a fully dilated
bubble for ~C!, ~1!, ~2! or for a fully stretched spring for
~4!–~6! and~T! initial Xe* sites. While thê dne& values for
different sites of Xe*Ar146 vary by about one order of mag
nitude, the reduced parameter^dne&/NN* reveals a consid-
erably weaker variation~50%!. The exponential structure
emission spectral relationship, Eq.~23!, for the asymptotic
spectral shifts in the relaxed structure does hold~though with
a considerable scatter of the data! for the asymptotic spectra
shifts. In Fig. 22 we plot ln@^dne&/^NN* &# vs ^RNN* &, accord-
ing to Eq. ~23!, demonstrating that the relation̂dne&
5a* exp(2g* ^RNN* &), with the exponential parameterg*
>3 Å21, and a* 563103 eV is reasonably well obeyed
Both the time-dependentdne(t) data and the asymptoti
^dne& values, are accounted for in terms of a single structu
spectral relationship, Eq.~23!, with the same parameters.

FIG. 22. The long-time asymptotic spectral shifts^dne& of the emission
bands from different Xe* sites in Xe*Ar146 clusters excited atTi510 K and
30 K, can be reasonably well accounted for in terms of the spectral-struc
relationship, Eq.~23!, with g* 53.0Å21 anda* 56.03103 eV ~solid line!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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VIII. CONFRONTATION WITH EXPERIMENTAL
FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA

Möller and his colleagues11 provided the first experimen
tal study of the spectrally resolved fluorescence of Xe*Ar1400

clusters following photoselective excitation of site-select
central ~C!, interior ~I!, and surface~S! absorption bands
The temperature of these XeAr1400 clusters, as inferred from
our analysis of the absorption spectra,15 wasTi>30 K. The
following results were reported:11

~1! Excitation of the Xe atom of the central~C! site ~E
59.22 eV,dn50.78 eV! leads to a prominent emissio
band atE58.43 eV@^dne&~expt!50.0160.004 eV# with
two additional weak emission bands atE58.62 eV and
at E58.85 eV.

~2! Excitation of an interior~I! Xe site~s! ~E59.05 eV, dn
50.62 eV! results in a prominent emission band peaki
at E58.43 eV @^dne&~expt!520.00160.004 eV#, with
a weaker emission band atE>8.62 eV.

~3! Excitation of the surface~S! Xe sites~E58.65 eV, dn
50.21 eV! results in a prominent emission band at 8.
eV (^dne&5060.004 eV).

We shall focus on the prominent emission bands. T
most dramatic general feature of the experimental s
specific spectroscopy of XeArN clusters pertains to the sma
spectral shifts^dne& in emission, in contrast to the larg
spectral blue shiftsdn in absorption, which result in large
Stokes shifts~Table IV!. According to our simulations, thes
spectroscopic effects manifest the substantial configuratio
relaxation around the impurity extravalence electronic rel
ation. The small experimentalu^dne&u and largê SS& values
for the ~C! and ~I! sites ~Table IV! are in semiquantitative
agreement with our predictions regarding the bubble form
tion, while the experimental zero spectral shift in emission
the ~S! site ~Table IV! is consistent with our prediction fo
the spring formation. In Fig. 23 and Table IV we compa
Möller’s experimental results for the prominent emissi
bands11 in Xe*Ar1400with theoretical data for Xe*Ar146. The
rather bold extrapolation of the spectroscopic informat
from N5146 toN51400 rests on the weak size dependen
of the XeArN (N5120– 200) absorption spectra15 and on the
comparison between the simulated data for emission spe
of N5146 andN5199 clusters, which indicate that the spe
troscopic features of the~C!, ~I!, and~S! sites in large clus-
ters are almost cluster size invariant.

re
the
TABLE IV. Experimental ~Ref. 11! and theoretical asymptotic long-time spectroscopic observables for
emission spectra of large Xe*ArN clusters~all data in eV!.

Site ^dne& Expt.a ^dne& Calc.b,c ^SS& Expt.a ^SS& Calc.b,c Ge Expt.a,d Ge Calc.b,c

~C! 20.01060.004 0.09 0.9 0.7 0.1 0.09
~I! 20.01060.004 0.02–0.06 0.7 0.4–0.5 0.06 0.045
~S! 060.004 0.02–0.03 0.3 0.1–0.2 0.03 0.02

aN51400 ~Ref. 11!.
bN5146 ~present work!.
cTi530 K.
dExperimental linewidth is not corrected for the spectral resolution.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9012 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
The overall agreement between our theoretical res
and the experimental11 features of the energetics^dne& and
the line broadeningGe of the site-specific emission spectra
satisfactory ~Fig. 23 and Table IV!. The calculated and
experimental spectral shiftŝdne&, with the hierarchy
^dne&(C).^dne&(I) .^dne&(S), provide support for our
picture of excited-state configurational relaxation, i.e.,
bubble formation for the interior~C! and ~I! sites and the
spring stretching for the surface~S! sites. The calculated
linewidths Ge reveal a hierarchyGe(C).Ge(I) .Ge(S), in
accord with the experimental data~Table IV!. The agreemen
between the calculated and the experimentalGe values for
the ~C!, ~I!, and~S! ~excited atTi530 K! sites is quite good,
being within 10%–30%~Table IV!. The experimental result
for Ge , which are somewhat larger than the calculated d
also reflect ‘‘trivial’’ spectral resolution effects in conjunc
tion with possible inhomogeneous line broadening effects
the experimental emission spectra.11 In particular, the~S! and
~I! sites will reflect a hierarchy of linewidths. In relation t
the ~S! site, the narrow bandwidth and the experimental n
ligible emission spectral shift11 are not attributed to dissocia
tion of Xe* , but rather to small local perturbations in th
spring surface site.

The results of our calculations for the spectral shifts a
linewidths in emission provide a reasonable, but only a se
quantitative, description of the spectroscopic manifestati
of the large cluster configurational dilation around the X*
Rydberg excitations. The agreement between the calcul
and the experimental linewidths is reasonable, although
should worry about the asymmetric experimental linewid
for the~I! and~S! sites~Fig. 23!, in contrast to the theoretica
prediction of a symmetric Gaussian line shape in the str
modulation limit. Regarding energetics, as is evident fr
Table IV, the large Stokes shifts are well accounted for
more pedantic scrutiny reveals that the calculated^dne& val-
ues for the~C! and ~I! sites are of the opposite sign relativ
to the corresponding experimental^dne& values ~Table IV
and Fig. 23!, although both experimental and calculat
^dne& values are very small. This discrepancy betwe
theory and experiment may presumably reflect the lim
tions in our description of the long-range excited state pot
tial at large separations, or rather of the asymptotic form
the potential differenceDV(r )5Ve(r )2Vg(r ) between pair
potentials in the electronically excited state and in the gro
state.

Some open questions regarding excited state dynam
of Xe*ArN clusters still remain. We are unable to explain t
long lifetime (;100 ns) reported by Mo¨ller et al.12 for the
emission from the~C! site, although this long-lived emissio
may originate from the 8.62 eV and 8.85 eV bands, wh
may have parentage in metastable Xe*(3P2) or excimer Xe2*
excitations. We are also unable to explain the auxiliary em
sion bands, i.e., the 8.62 eV emission band from the~S! site
and the 8.62 eV and 8.85 eV emission bands from the~C!
sites11 ~Fig. 23!. These auxiliary emission bands may be d
to metastable Xe* excitations, to Xe2* , or to interstitial Xe
trapping sites in very large clusters. What is important is t
our overall picture regarding the spectroscopic implicatio
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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FIG. 23. A comparison between the simulated site-specific line shapes i
emission spectra~—! of Xe*Ar146 at Ti530 K ~lower panel! and the experi-
mental emission spectra of Xe*Ar1400 ~upper panel! reported by Mo¨ller
et al. ~Ref. 11!. In each of the experimental energy-resolved spectra~Ref.
11! the excitation energy is marked by an arrow. In the lower panel
simulated absorption spectra~---! are also given and they are close in ener
to the strong-light band in the emission spectra reproduced in the u
panel. Each of the calculated emission bands and absorption band
Xe*Ar146 are marked by the specific Xe* site. ~a! Xe* atom in central~C!
site. ~b! Xe* atom in interior~I! sites~1!–~3!. ~c! Xe* atom in surface~S!
sites~4!–~6!.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9013A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
of the large excited-state configurational relaxations
borne out by experiment.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We were concerned with structural, spectroscopic,
dynamic manifestations of large local configuration
changes induced by extravalence Rydberg excitation o
probe atom~e.g., the1S0→3P1 excitation of Xe! in a rare-
gas cluster. Site-specific cluster dynamics with a fixed s
Xe*ArN cluster and size-specific cluster dynamics for sm
(N512), medium size (N554), and large (N5146,199)
clusters were explored. Regarding site-specific cluster
namics, our MD simulations provide evidence for large co
figurational dilation, resulting in a bubble formation for in
terior sites and a spring formation for surface sites. In
analysis of the bubble and of the spring dynamics it will
instructive to compare the time scales to the lower limit
the characteristic timetVIB51/cvVIB of the cluster vibra-
tional motion, wherevVIB>50 cm21 is the upper limit of the
cluster frequency spectrum, i.e.,tVIB>700 fs. For the inte-
rior sites @e.g., sites~C!, ~1!, and ~2! in Xe*Ar146#, the life
story of the bubble~summarized in Table V! is as follows.
Ultrashort energy transfer to the cluster occurs on the t
scale oftET>60 fs. AstET!tVIB the vibrational nuclear mo
tion of the cluster is frozen on the time scale of the init
impact induced energy transfer to the cluster. The subseq
time evolution of the bubble configurational relaxation
multimodal, being characterized by an initial ultrafast co
figurational dilation with a characteristic~Gaussian! time t0

>170 fs, followed by a longer~exponential! lifetime t1

>2 ps. The initial bubble expansion is characterized byt0

,tVIB , whereupon the inertial radial expansion with Gau
ian time-dependence occurs on a time scale faster than
ter vibrational motion. The longer exponential expans
time, t1,tVIB , manifests bubble expansion on the tim
scale of cluster vibrational motion. At the time scale t

TABLE V. Relaxation dynamics of interior and surface Xe* sites in
Xe*Ar146 (Ti510 K).

Bubble
Site ~C!

Spring

Site ~4! Site ~6!

tET ~fs!a,b 60 80 80
t0 ~fs!c,b 170 280 210
t1 ~ps!d 2 - -
tD ~ps!e 4 1.5 1.5
^RNN* &2RNN* (0) ~Å!f 0.82 0.60 0.60
^NN* &2NN* ~0!f 5.5 21.0 0
^RCM* &2RCM* (0) ~Å!f 3.9 1.4 0.84
Frequenciesv2 , v3 (cm21)g 17, 40 17, 37 10
Damping timest2 , t3 ~ps!g 2.0, 6.0 2.5, 4.0 ~20!h

aEnergy flow into cluster.
bGaussian time dependence.
cInitial configurational relaxation.
dExponential time dependence.
eDislocation time of Xe* to 90% initial rise ofRCM* (t).
fAsymptotic long-time structural data.
gImpact vibrational coherence ofRNN* (t).
hEntry in parentheses represents larger uncertainty~50%!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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relative increase of the bubble radius, Eq.~17!, is f (t1)
>0.9– 1.1. The subsequent bubble expansion is also acc
panied by the dislocation of the Xe* bubble on a time scale
of tD>4 ps. The short-range repulsive Rydberg-host at
interactions which drive the bubble formation induce vibr
tional coherence effects with characteristic frequencies
v2;40 cm21 and v3;20 cm21 with the damping~dephas-
ing! times oft2;2 ps andt3;6 ps, respectively. The vibra
tional modesv2 and v3 fall in the range of cluster vibra-
tional frequencies. The characteristic times for the
vibrational modes 1/cv25800 fs and 1/cv351.6 ps are
shorter than or comparable to the damping timest2 andt3 .
After ;10 ps the bubble reaches its new equilibrium co
figuration (DRb* 50.7– 0.8 Å) on the excited state potenti
surface. The spring formation@e.g., site ~6! of Xe* in
Xe*Ar146# is induced by ultrafast energy transfertET>80 fs
~with tET!tVIB! and is also characterized by a multimod
time evolution ~see Table V!. The initial Gaussian spring
stretching time ist0>210 fs. Also for the initial radial mo-
tion of the springt0,tVIB , manifesting inertial motion. This
is followed by spring configurational relaxation, which e
hibits substantial stretching withRNN* (t) reaching a maxi-
mum value att5tM>1.3– 2.0 ps, with a substantial relativ
increase of the spring size, Eq.~17!, being f (tM)>2.0. Sub-
sequently the spring contracts, with the relaxation proc
taking place on a long-time scale of;20 ps, with vibrational
coherence with a characteristic frequency ofv2;10 cm21,
being induced. The overall spring stretching is characteri
by DRs* 5^RNN* &2RNN* 50.6 Å.

Several new dynamic aspects of the configurational
laxation induced by the short-range Rydberg-host atoms
pulsive interactions emerge:

~1! The initial ultrafast impact-induced energy transfer to t
cluster occurs on the time scaletET!tVIB, with the vi-
brational nuclear motion of the cluster being frozen. Th
ultrafast~Gaussian! time evolution for initial energy flow
prevails for all interior and surface sites.

~2! The configurational relaxation is indeed driven by t
initial impact energy flow, ast0,tET .

~3! The Gaussian time evolution for initial configuration
relaxation on the time scalet0,tVIB manifests radial
inertial short-time bubble expansion or spring stretchin
Such radial, Gaussian time evolution for configuration
relaxation bears analogy to the features of inertial, sh
time solvation dynamics in polar solvents.53–56 The
Gaussian temporal form of the ultrashort time evoluti
is general, being manifested for all interior and surfa
sites.

~4! The longer exponential configurational relaxation tim
t1.tVIB of the bubble and of the spring occur on th
time scale slower than or comparable to the cluster
brational motion.

~5! Impact induced vibrational coherent excitation is ma
fested both for the bubble expansion and for the spr
dynamics. This vibrational coherence, induced by
short-range repulsive interactions on the ultrashort ti
scaletET!tVIB, manifests the excitation of a vibrationa
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9014 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
wave packet. The energy range for the impact excitat
\/tET>100 cm21 is sufficiently large to excite a wav
packet of the cluster vibrations. The wave packet is ch
acterized by frequenciesv2 , v3 , which fall in the range
of the cluster vibrational frequencies, i.e.,v2 , v3

<vVIB . The ps lifetimest2 , t3 for damping of the wave
packet are comparable to or longer than the character
life times for the cluster vibrational motion.

~6! The interior site bubble dynamics and the surface
spring dynamics qualitatively differ in their overall tim
evolution of RNN* (t) and in the damping of the vibra
tional coherence.

Regarding dynamic size effects we have established
large Xe*Ar146 clusters maintain their integrity on the re
evant~ns! time scale and maintain rigidity under reasona
experimental conditions, i.e.,Ti<30 K. Medium-sized
Xe*Ar54 clusters maintain their integrity on the relevant~ns!
time scale, but the~C! site excitation induces the loss o
cluster rigidity, with the Xe* bubble being utilized as a spec
troscopic probe for long-time~100–200 ps! mass transpor
from the interior bubble to the surface spring. Finally, sm
Xe*Ar12 clusters exhibit reactive dissociative dynamics.
was previously established that high-energy vibrational e
tation of a probe molecule21,22,60in a cluster exhibits a tran
sition from molecular-type dissociative dynamics in sm
clusters to condensed phase nonreactive vibrational re
ation in large clusters and manifests the bridging betw
molecular and condensed phase nuclear dynamics.4 The re-
laxation of Xe*ArN clusters explored herein provides a ge
eralization of dynamic cluster size effects for configuratio
relaxation induced by short-range atom–atom repulsion
to extravalence electronic excitation. This configuratio
change involves site-specific and size-specific dissociativ
nonreactive dynamics. The transition from molecular to c
densed phase dynamics involves dissociative dynamic
small clusters, nonreactive configurational and ma
transport dynamics in nonrigid medium-sized clusters a
nonreactive configurational dynamics in rigid large cluste
It is significant that our analysis provides ways for the int
rogation of these dynamic size effects by time-resolved
and ps cluster spectroscopy.

Our analysis of the time-resolved and long-time opti
emission spectroscopy of Xe*ArN clusters constitutes a
bridge between cluster spectroscopy and dynamics. Ene
resolved emission line shapes provide coarse grained in
mation on the relaxation dynamics. These involve s
specific small spectral shiftŝdne&, large Stokes shifts and
rather small emission linewidths. The general picture eme
ing from these spectroscopic data is in accord with our p
dictions for the manifestations of large configuration
changes. Much more instructive will be the time-resolved
and ps ultrafast fluorescence spectroscopy. Of course, t
resolved fluorescence constitutes just one method in the
perimental arsenal of femtosecond pump-probe tim
resolved spectroscopy,61,62 which can be used to interroga
structural relaxation induced by extravalence electronic e
tations in heteroclusters.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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The structural relaxation induced by an extravalen
Rydberg excitation of a probe atom or molecule in a rare-
cluster manifests the implications of the short-range Pa
repulsion between the spatially extended Rydberg w
function of the probe and the host atoms. Our results
cluster dynamics are of considerable significance for
spectroscopy and structural relaxation of Rydberg state
atoms and molecules in the condensed phase.19,63,64 Some
implications of the prevalence of short-range repulsive int
actions between extravalence excitations of a probe a
@e.g., Xe~Ref. 19!# or molecule@e.g., NO~Refs. 63 and 64!#
and the host atoms in a rare-gas solid, liquid, or fluid can
inferred from energy-resolved spectroscopy.19,63 ~i! Absorp-
tion spectroscopy. Large blue spectral shifts of up to;1 eV
in absorption~relative to the isolated atom! manifest short-
range repulsive interactions in the nuclear configuration
the ground electronic state.~ii ! Fluorescence spectroscop
Large Stokes shifts, up to;1 eV, of the fluorescence spectr
reflect large configurational dilation in the excited state o
time scale which is considerably shorter than the~ns! excited
state life time. Our simulations for the dynamics of the pro
Xe atom in the central~C! and interior sites of Ar clusters ar
pertinent for the elucidation of the ultrafast dynamics
atomic and molecular Rydberg excitations in the conden
phase.19,63,64 The general features of the multimodal tim
evolution of the bubble formation with the time scalest0

>200 fs,t1>2 ps, andt2 , t352 – 6 ps, in conjunction with
the predictions of vibrational coherence obtained herein
the ~C! site of the large Xe*Ar146 cluster, provide guidelines

FIG. 24. The power spectraJ(v)5FTv@Je(t)#, whereJe is given by Eq.
~10!, for the emission spectra of Xe*Ar146 in the central~C!, interior ~2!, and
surface~6! Xe* sites ~marked on the panel!. Initial cluster temperatureTi

510 K.
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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Downloaded 12 Fe
TABLE VI. Parametrization of the power spectraJ(v) of Xe*ArN clusters.

N Site Ti ~K! j v j (cm21)a g j (cm21)a D j
2 (106 cm22)a D (cm21)b

D/g1

D/v j ( j Þ1)

146 ~C! 10 1 0 1.4 241.1 134
2 16.3 1.6 37.2 188 118
3 44.0 4.2 19.3 45

146 ~C! 30 1 0 1.0 635.8 290
2 17.9 1.2 68.2 16
3 45.6 1.8 25.4 291 6
4 78.2 1.2 7.0 4
5 96.1 0.6 3.6 3

146 Interior~2! 10 1 0 0.7 8.7 158
2 6.5 1.4 22.6 17
3 11.4 0.5 3.7 10
4 17.9 0.5 6.6 111 6
5 21.2 0.4 2.8 5
6 26.1 0.4 2.6 4
7 29.3 0.8 2.6 4
8 32.6 0.8 1.7 3
9 37.5 1.1 2.2 3

10 44.0 1.0 1.7 3
11 48.9 1.2 2.2 2
12 53.7 0.9 1.8 2
13 71.7 9.8 6.5 2

146 Surface~5! 10 1 0 1.4 0.7 44
2 6.5 0.2 4.5 9
3 8.1 0.2 2.2 8
4 13.0 0.3 2.1 5
5 17.9 0.7 1.7 61 3
6 22.8 1.1 2.1 3
7 27.7 0.8 2.0 2
8 42.3 7.5 3.8 1

146 Surface~6! 30 1 0 0.9 2.6 71
2 8.1 0.6 6.0 8
3 11.4 0.6 4.3 6
4 14.7 0.8 1.2 64 4
5 19.5 1.3 1.7 3
6 26.1 1.8 2.1 2
7 30.9 2.5 1.9 2
8 52.1 6.9 2.1 1

aParameters from power spectra.
bD5@( j 51

L D j
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for the structural relaxation dynamics of atomic and mole
lar Rydbergs in solid rare gases. In a recent experime
study of the ultrafast dynamics of bubble formation arou
theA 2(13ss (v50) Rydberg excitation of NO in solid Ar
at 5 K, Cherguiet al.64 provided evidence for the formatio
of the bubble on the time scale of 4–5 ps. This result is
accord with our predictions for the longer relaxation tim
for the bubble formation in the central site in Xe*Ar146,
which givet1>2 ps, t2>2 ps, andt3>6 ps, with the time
scale for the completion of the bubble relaxation be
;10 ps. No experimental evidence for the ultrashortt0

5200 fs relaxation time and for the vibrational coheren
effects is currently available. On the theoretical front t
simulations described herein for finite systems have to
extended for the relaxation dynamics in condensed ma
scopic rare gases~solids and fluids!, providing another av-
enue for the merging between molecular and conden
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N

b 2009 to 132.66.152.26. Redistribution subject to AIP
-
al
d

n

e

e
o-

ed

phase dynamics. Our theoretical studies and their extens
for solid and liquid rare gases are expected to provide gu
ance, predictions, and insight for important time-resolv
experiments64 on the fate of Rydberg states in clusters and
the condensed phase.
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APPENDIX: POWER SPECTRA OF THE EMISSION
BANDS

To understand different sources of the line shape bro
ening, the power spectra for the emission bands were a
o. 21, 1 December 1997
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9016 A. Goldberg and J. Jortner: Structural relaxation dynamics of XeArN
lyzed. Characteristic power spectra for different Xe* atom
sites in the Xe*Ar146 cluster are shown in Fig. 24. Thes
power spectra are represented in terms of the superpos
of Lorentzians,15,20 whereupon the energy gap autocorre
tion function is represented in terms of the superposition
dumped oscillators with frequencies$v j%, dampings$g j%,
and dispersions$D j% as described in our previous article15

@see Eqs.~12.1!–~12.6! of Ref. 15#. Information on the
power spectra pertains to the nuclear dynamics, which
manifested in the spectral line broadening. We consider
classical power spectrum which is symmetric, i.e.,Je(v)
5Je(2v). In Fig. 24 typical power spectra~for excitation at
Ti510 K! are presented. The simulated power spectraJ(v)
were fit by using Mukamel’s approach,24–31 Eq. ~12.4! of
Ref. 15. A sample of the parameters is given in Table VI.
a constant initial temperature the numberL of the modes
~with the frequency peaks in the power spectrum being nu
bered as 1,...,L! increases with the Xe* atom being moved
away from the center of mass of the cluster. Concurren
the dispersion~relative intensity! D1

2 of the soft mode~i.e.,
the zero frequency linev150 in Table VI! assumes the
highest value for the~C! sites and obeys the hierarch
D1

2(C).D1
2(1).D1

2(2).D1
2(3).D1

2(4).D1
2(5).D1

2(6),
gradually decreasing for the interior sites~1!–~3! and becom-
ing small for the surface sites~4!–~6! ~Table VI!. The total
dispersionsD2 at fixed Ti also decrease gradually from th
~C! site towards the interior sites~1!–~3! and towards the
surface sites~4!–~6! ~Table VI! with the decrease of the
emission spectral linewidths, according to the hierarchy
Ge, observed in Sec. VII. The finite frequency peaks$v j%
( j 52,...,L), with characteristic vibrationsv j53 – 80 cm21,
represent intracluster vibrations with characteristic depha
times of t j55 – 0.5 ps (g j5\t j

2151 – 10 cm21). In terms
of Kubo’s51 and Mukamel’s24–31 line broadening formalism
these emission line shapes correspond to the slow mod
tion limit. For the soft mode the slow modulation~short-
time! limit is realized15 when the total dispersionD
5@(

j
D j

2#1/2 exceedsg1 , i.e.,

D/g1@1. ~A1!

For the finite frequency components, all the modes co
spond to the oscillatory motion, i.e.,v j@g j . The short-time
~slow modulation! expansion is valid provided that

D/v j@1; ~ j 52 –L !. ~A2!

Equations~A1! and ~A2! ensure the applicability of the sto
chastic slow modulation limit for the emission line shap
From the inspection of the parameters~Table VI!, it is ap-
parent that condition~A1! is well obeyed while condition
~A2! is obtained for most of the finite frequency modes.
the slow modulation limit we have for the total emissio
linewidth Ge52.355@(

j
D j

2#1/2 resulting in Eq.~16!.
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